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ABSTRACT 

The present research investigated the relation between 

locus of control (LOC) and operant and classical conditioning 

of cutaneous (digital) vasomotor dilation. 

Ten internal and ten external LOC subjects with equal 

numbers of males and females were selected on the basis of 

scores obtained on the Self-Control dimension of Reid and 

Ware's (1974) Three-Factor Internal-External Scale. Eysenck's 

Personality Questionnaire was administered following subject 

selection. All subjects experienced a biofeedback and a 

classical conditioning session in a within-subject control 

design. 

Analyses indicated that classical conditioning 

obtained larger blood volume (BV) vasodilation response 

magnitudes than the operant procedure. External LOC 

subjects tended to demonstrate superior BV vasodilation in 

both conditioning operations. Interactional results 

were not significant although group means were consistent 

with the hypothesized directions. In response size order, 

the largest BV vasodilation magnitude was exhibited by the 

external-classical group, followed by internal-classical, 

external-operant, and internal-operant. 

(v) 



No correlation was observed between extra-

version-introversion and vasodilation performance. 

Transfer trials replicated the trends evident in the 

experimental period, albeit with diminished response 

magnitude. Post-experimental questionnaire data 

supported experimental results: both groups considered 

classical conditioning was more helpful for increasing 

hand warmth, although most subjects preferred the 

biofeedback procedure. It was concluded that clinicians 

should seriously consider employing respondent 

technology in conditioning treatments of peripheral 

vascular disorders. Future research implications 

along these lines were proposed. 

(vi) 
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CHAPTER 	1 



Operant Conditioning 

1.1  General Introduction 

Studies investigating biofeedback facilitated 

autoregulation of cutaneous vasomotor dilation have 

consistently obtained attenuated response magnitudes 

(e.g. Keefe & Gardner, 1979; Surwit, Shapiro & Feld, 

1976; Taub & Emurian, 1976). The clinical feasibility 

of operant strategies for treating peripheral vascular 

disorders is thus questioned. Essentially, this is the 

conclusion reached by Chapter 1 which outlines pertinent 

theoretical considerations and reviews operant vasomotor 

research. 

Briefly, instrumental conditioning literature 

reveals two major limitations which challenge straight-

forward biofeedback applications. Firstly, autonomic 

control of peripheral vasodilation is more difficult to 

demonstrate than the less clinically relevent vaso-

constriction response (e.g. Surwit et al, 1976; Taub & 

Emurian, 1976); and secondly, wide variability between 

individual response control capability is evident (e.g. 

Lynch, Hama, Kohn & Miller, 1976; Roberts, Kewman & 

MacDonald, 1973). 
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The research implications of these findings 

are clear. Consequently, the present investigation 

intends to examine the comparative efficacy of an 

alternative vasodilation response modification strategy 

via classical conditioning procedures with subjects 

selected for locus of control (viz. Reid & Ware, 1974). 

Differential response magnitudes are predicted on the 

basis of experimental procedure, personality and the 

interaction between these variables. 

Chapter 2 reviews salient issues in classical 

conditioning and Chapter 3 critically surveys the role 

of extraversion and locus of control in psychophysiology: 

Many of the significant issues relating to the 

peripheral vascular response will not be considered 

in the body of this report. They will be discussed 

in Appendix A which details the major physiological 

aspects, main directions of research and clinical 

interests, and measurement techniques and associated 

problems. 

1.2  Theoretical Issues 

Specific theoretical analysis of biofeedback 

processes is limited consequent to emphasis on applied 

considerations. Interpretation of experimental out- 
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comes is generally dependent on empirical generalizations 

and methodology emanating from modern learning theory. 

Investigations have focused on demonstrating direct 

instrumental regulation of autonomic and visceral 

responses to substantiate uniprocess conditioning 

mechanisms. Salient features concern the problem of 

somatic mediation, parametric confounds inherent in 

response feedback, and transfer of learned self-control. 

The following section will consider these issues and 

question the current zeitgeist favouring afferent 

discrimination and motor skill models. 

1.21  Somatic Mediation.  Operant 

vasomotor conditioning obtained greatest support from 

highly controlled albeit largely unreplicated animal 

curare studies (e.g. Di Cara & Miller, 1968). Ethical 

considerations complicate similar experimentation with 

human subjects, consequently, evidence of unmediated 

control of vasomotor functions is indirect. For example, 

Hunter, Russell, Russell and Zimmerman (1976) circum-

vented potential criticism concerning skeletal maneuvering 

in a finger temperature increase study by arguing such 

strategies only cause peripheral vasoconstriction and skin 

temperature decrease. Alternatively, response specificity 

indicated by differential temperature control between two 

fingers of the dominant hand was considered sufficient 
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evidence by Lynch, Hama, Kohn and Miller (1976) to 

discount respiratory and skeletal-muscular mediation. 

Moving toward empirical rather than logical 

rationales Taub and Emurian (1976) reasoned against somatic 

activity influencing bidirectional voluntary hand temp-

erature regulation on the basis of observational control, 

forearm EMG measurements, and experimentally determining 

prior to training that skeletal maneuvers produced 

negligible changes in hand temperature. Attempts to 

control respiration, large changes of which tend to 

produce vasoconstriction (see Appendix A), include 

instructional (e.g. Blanchard & Young, 1972), 

statistical (e.g. Headrick, Feather & Wells, 1971) and 

pacing (metronome) techniques (e.g. Sroufe, 1969). 

Despite these precautions the possibility of covert 

somatic mediation influencing cardiovascular events 

cannot be dismissed unless EMG records are obtained from 

all parts of the anatomy. Response mediation is there-

fore likely to remain a problematic theoretical issue 

in human studies. 

1.22  Response Feedback.  Failure to 

conceptually define the properties of external feedback 

has prevented identification of informational versus 

reinforcement valencia of response displays. It is 
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theoretically unknown to what extent knowledge of 

results function merely to provide information or 

to what degree feedback serves as a secondary reinforcer 

(Yates, 1980). Empirically, this is not an issue as it 

is not possible to provide response feedback which does 

not additionally function as a reinforcer (Blanchard & 

Epstein, 1978); pragmatically, a stimulus is reinforcing 

if its occurrence increases response probability and 

nonreinforcing if it does not. 

1.23  Self-Control.  Transfer of operantly 

facilitated autonomic control is significant from the 

perspective of feedback theory (skill development) and 

therapeutic utility. Despite its conceptual relevance 

as a test of maintainance and generalization of learning 

several investigators (e.g. Surwit, Shapiro & Feld, 1976; 

Taub & Emurian, 1976) have neglected to examine vasomotor 

self-regulation empirically in the absence of external 

feedback. Instead, a priori assumptions have regarded 

autoregulation as an inherent by-product of biofeedback 

training; such assumptions may not always be warranted. 

Clinically, it is desirable for subjects to internalize 

strategies which will function independently of external 

response monitoring. These theoretical and practical 

justifications necessitate inclusion of transfer trials 

in biofeedback designs. 
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1.24  Afferent vs Two-Process Models. Brener's 

(1974) account of processes underlying biofeedback 

acquisition of autonomic control essentially refers to 

development of new skills. Voluntary regulation is 

contingent upon the subject's ability initially to 

discriminate interoceptive afferentation relevant to 

the target response and subsequently to formulate 

related images. Learned discrimination of the relevant 

afferentation results from repeated pairings between 

exteroceptive stimuli and interoceptive afferentation 

consequent to the desired response. Thus, the subject 

is able to associate a particular response image with 

control of the required function. When this occurs 

Brener maintains that voluntary regulation is automatic 

upon retrieval of the response image. 

Brener's general theory makes several testable 

predictions compatible with contemporary afferent or 

inflow models of motor skill acquisition, i.e. response 

control requires response discrimination, existence of 

a learning curve and increased precision or specificity 

of control with practive. These propositions, however, 

have attracted ambiguous empirical support. A recent 

extensive review by Lacroix (1981) found support for 

the first prediction only. Subsequent direct examin-

ation of Brener's theory (Lacroix & Gower, 1981) in 
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a 6-session biofeedback study designed to produce 

increases and decreases in skin conductance and heart 

rate failed to confirm the principle tenets. Contrary 

to Brener's predictions the data suggested control 

and discrimination performance can develop independently. 

Results also conflicted with Brener's formulation 

concerning response specificity over the course of 

training - a finding analagous to volitional finger 

blood flow data obtained by Johnston (1977) consid-

ered to be inconsistent with motor skill explanations. 

The impact of these studies is reinforced by 

a number of similar findings (e.g. Fey & Lindholm, 1975; 

Jones & Dickson, 1979; Lacroix & Roberts, 1978; Steptoe, 

1976) suggesting to Lacroix (1981) the necessity of 

developing an alternative explanation of mechanisms 

underlying biofeedback and self-regulation. Briefly, 

Lacroix proposed a two-process theory which maintained 

that biofeedback facilitated autonomic control was 

primarily achieved through identification of efferent 

behavioural programmes already within the subject's 

repertoire. Where programmes for response control are 

inaccessable or non-existant, Brener's afferent 

discrimination hypothesis is relevant. Although Lacroix's 

two-process account seems plausible it has not undergone 

rigorous empirical analysis. Presumably, individuals 
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with inherent control abilities would demonstrate 

self-regulation efficacy earlier than individuals 

reliant upon afferent response discrimination and image 

formulation. 

1.25  Summary.  Emphasis on technological 

and applied considerations have generally retarded 

conceptual development of biofeedback. Operant theory 

provides some explanatory foundation, consequently, 

researchers have primarily endeavoured to substantiate 

its premises. 

In lieu of stringent experimental controls, 

logical rationales against somatic mediation influences 

support operant vasomotor conditioning in human subjects. 

Inseparability of informational and reinforcement 

properties of feedback displays is conceptually but 

not empirically problematic. Generalization and 

internalization of learned control strategies is 

theoretically and clinically significant making 

transfer trials a design imperative. Brener's 

model proposing afferent discrimination and response 

image formulation is currently challenged by 

Lacroix's two-process account which concedes Brener's 

theory only when recourse to existing efferent skills•

is impeded or not possible. 
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1.3  Research Findings 

Several distinct trends emerge from reviewing 

literature on biofeedback regulation of vasomotor 

responses. Particularly conspicuous is the consistency 

of small magnitude changes reported by peripheral 

temperature researchers, especially in the vaso-

dilative direction. Another prominent finding concerns 

large individual differences in voluntary control 

ability. These observations will now be detailed 

followed by a methodological appraisal. 

1.31  Response Magnitude.  Leading 

investigators have demonstrated limited vasomotor self-

control, generally in the least clinically relevant 

direction, i.e. vasoconstriction. For example, 

Taub and Emurian (1976) reported mean peripheral 

temperature regulation changes ranging between 1.2 

degrees C and 3.6 degrees C in a 4-session bidirect-

ional control study; subjects were able to decrease 

temperature 0.2 degrees C more than they were able 

to increase the response. Similar unremarkable 

but typical findings were obtained by Keefe and 

Gardner (1979) and Surwit et al (1976). The former 

reported temperature increases up to 1.4 degrees C 

and decreases of 1.6 degrees C while the latter 



achieved a mean decrease of 2 degrees C and only an 

average 0.25 degree C increase. King and Montgomery 

(1981) did not obtain any systematic increase in 

finger temperature until subjects were instructed to 

manipulate somatic functions. Even then the largest 

mean post-training increase was only 2.05 degrees C. 

The obvious difficulty subjects experience 

in controlling skin temperature may be a function of the 

autonomic sensitivity of the vasomotor system, suggest-

ing that peripheral vasomotor regulation is representat-

ive of true autonomic (sympathetic nervous system) 

control (see Appendix A). Different explanations have 

been postulated for the relative ease with which 

vasoconstriction is achieved. In their first study 

Surwit et al (1976) argued that a ceiling effect 

mitigated against better temperature increase perform-

ances. Subjects trained to vasodilate were already 

substantially dilated at the beginning of training 

whereas decrease subjects were considered advantaged 

by having more room to maneuver in the 22.5 degrees C 

ambient laboratory temperature. To test this hypothesis 

subject basal temperature was lowered in study 2 by 

decreasing ambient temperature by 3 degrees C. However, 

this condition only served to retard dilation perform-

ances further since no subject learned to warm their 
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hands. 

It now appears likely that Sokolov's (1963) 

research on the digital blood flow component of 

orienting responses offers a more plausible explanation 

for superior vasoconstriction learning. Relative 

ease of temperature decrease performances may be 

functionally related to reflexive orienting reactions 

to the biofeedback task, predisposing subjects to 

learn decreases in temperature via an autoshaping 

paradigm (Brown & Jenkins, 1968). Essentially, 

vasoconstriction is elicited by the stimulus situation 

and then reinforced by feedback - a proposition which 

additionally predicts greater difficulty in learning 

vasodilation since subjects must initially habituate 

competitive reflexive vasoconstriction prior to 

attempting voluntary vasodilation regulation (Surwit 

et al, 1976). 

Differential bidirectional vasomotor control 

efficacy is compatible with results obtained in heart 

rate (Blanchard & Young, 1973), salivation (Wells, 

Feather & Headrick, 1973), and occipital alpha control 

(Paskewitz & Orne, 1973) studies which suggest arousal 

type behaviour is more difficult to decrease than to 

increase using operant methodology. If biofeedback is 
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to be defended as therapeutically efficacious then a 

clear priority exists for obtaining clinically as well 

as statistically significant results (Blanchard & 

Epstein, 1978) in controlling the more deleterious 

direction of response dysfunction, viz., arousal 

decrement. The demonstrated inability of operant self-

regulation strategies for obtaining functionally 

relevant control of the clinically important vasodilation 

response necessitates a comparative appraisal with 

alternative conditioning procedures. To date, no study 

has attempted this fundamental yet increasingly urgent 

investigation. 

1.32  Individual Variability: Reports detailing 

wide variability between subjects attempting operant 

regulation of vasomotor functions suggest that factors 

additional to experimental manipulations are operative. 

Several studies (e.g. Lynch et al, 1976; Roberts, Schuler, 

Bacon, Zimmerman & Patterson, 1975; Taub & Emurian, 1976; 

Surwit et al, 1976) have noted significant individual 

differences in the rate of learning and/or magnitude 

of response control achieved. Efforts to resolve these 

vexatious findings have addressed several psychological 

(e.g.-locus of control, extraversion - see Chapter 3) and 

physiological (e.g. vasomotor lability, gender) variables. 
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Concern regarding factors presumed to underlie 

individual vasomotor control performance is reflected by 

findings of consistent between-subject variance. 

Roberts, Kewman & MacDonald (1973) observed "significant 

individual differences in terms of ability ...[to] learn, 

rate of learning, and the magnitude of control that 

could be achieved" (p. 168). Two proficient subjects in 

Taub and Emurian's (1976) study regulated hand temperature 

changes in the range of 5 degrees C - 7.7 degrees C. Some 

of Surwit et al's (1976) subjects were able to decrease 

finger temperature by 10 degrees C and increase up to 

3.5 degrees C; mean total subject temperature changes were 

2 degrees C and 0.25 degrees C respectively. Three child 

subjects in Lynch et al's (1976) investigation learned 

to control temperature differences between hands while 

one subject demonstrated differential temperature control 

between two fingers on one hand, albeit of small 

magnitude. It is evident that potential exists for 

generating relevant data on individual differences in 

vasomotor regulation although reviews on biofeedback 

control of heart rate and blood pressure (McCanne & Sandmann, 

1976; Williamson & Blanchard, 1979) suggest the problem is 

complex. Limited physiologically oriented forays have 

examined the role of vasomotor lability and documented 

the effects of gender. 
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Guglielmi, Roberts, Tellegen and Zimmerman (1981) 

derived vasomotor lability scores by measuring skin temperature 

fluctuations, independent of direction of change, during a 

differential hand temperature control task without response 

feedback. Subjects were designated labile or stabile and 

then trained to differentially regulate hand temperature 

with visual and auditory feedback. Results indicated that 

vasomotor lability scores were significantly correlated 

with performance (p<.04) and learning (p<.05). The 

maximum temperature difference was achieved by the labile 

group (p<..02), suggesting to the authors that successful 

subjects simply learn to control or direct existing 

variability. It is notable that the authors, in common 

with other biofeedback researchers (e.g. King & Montgomery, 

1981) have failed to investigate concomitant dependent 

measures such as blood volume flow and heart rate, thus 

precluding significant observations about individual 

response specificity. It is possible individuals are 

variably stable or labile in different response systems. 

Marked sex differences have been found in 

baseline levels of peripheral temperature; females 

generally have colder extremeties than males (Boudewyns, 

1976; Livesey & Kirk, 1953; Sheridan, Boehm, Ward & 

Justesen, 1976) and show higher incidence of peripheral 

vasospastic problems (Lewis, 1949; Spittell, 1972). 
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These findings suggest gender requires independent 

variable status although few researchers (e.g. Dugan 

& Sheridan, 1976; King & Montgomery, 1981) have taken 

this elementary design precaution. It is also 

therapeutically of interest whether males and females can 

learn vasomotor control with equal facility. Preliminary 

indications suggest different physiological mechanisms are 

employed to warm as opposed to cool the hands, for example, 

Surwit et al (1976) reported no difference between males 

and females in controlling bidirectional cutaneal temperature 

but found males slowed their heart rates when increasing 

skin temperature whereas females responded in the opposite 

direction. It would be prudent to replicate these findings 

before attempting an interpretation. 

1.33  Methodological Considerations. Operant 

vasomotor studies exemplify the methodological disarray 

generally evident in biofeedback investigations. Expedient 

rationales have tolerated inconsistencies with regard 

to pretreatment assessment, ambient laboratory temperature, 

site of feedback, controls for feedback and thermal imagery 

instructions and length and number of training sessions. 

This lack of design standardization effectively precludes 

interpretation and comparisons between experiments. 

Methodological variation is also manifest in a number 

of more critical areas: pre-session stabilization procedure, 
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information display, experimenter-subject interaction, and 

choice of dependent measures. These will now be discussed. 

Inadequate pre-experimental stabilization 

can jeopardize interpretation validity by confounding 

effects of general relaxation with effects of specific 

training. Despite potential bias resulting from 

insufficient habituation many studies (e.g. Dugan & 

Sheridan, 1976; King & Montgomery, 1981) have not 

detailed adequate rationales for initiating training. 

Ideally, stabilization criteria should be based on 

response performance as well as on simple passage of 

time. A notable exception is the study by Surwit 

et al (1976) which made experimental onset contingent 

upon subject attaining less than 0.2 degrees C variab-

ility for 4 consecutive minutes or following 30 minutes 

latency. Taub and Emurian (1978) recommend a similar 

stabilization criterion (0.25 degrees C variability) 

which they claim most subjects reach after 15 minutes 

habituation, depending upon climactic fluctuations. 

Information displays vary with respect to 

sensory modality (auditory, visual, tactile) and the 

amount and type of response information fed back 

(binary, analogue, multimodal). Cardiovascular 

studies investigating relative efficacy of various 
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feedback parameters (Blanchard & Young, 1972; Colgan, 

1977) have concluded analogue information facilitates 

better response control than binary signals in visual 

but not aural modalities. No definitive data exist 

on relative efficacy of feedback types for vasomotor 

training. Surwit (1977) conducted the only examination 

in a comparison between simple visual analogue 

temperature feedback and a sophisticated combination 

of visual analogue and binary visual and auditory•

feedback. No effect attributable to feedback was 

observed. Nevertheless, Yates (1980) cautions against 

providing the most obvious display form (digital 

analogue) since rapidly changing numbers pose 

attentional problems and difficulty with comparisons 

to earlier values. 

According to Taub and School (1978) the most 

powerful variable influencing thermal biofeedback 

learning is the quality of the experimenter subject 

interaction, the so-called "person factor". In a 

formal investigation of relationship style Taub and 

School found that subjects with whom the experimenter 

adopted an impersonal attitude altered hand temperature 

by a mean of only 0.61 degrees C on the last 3 days 

of a 10-day training series whereas subjects treated 

in a friendly, informal manner attained a mean 
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range of 1.98 degrees C with similar training, the 

largest experimental effect obtained by any single 

variable in the authors' entire sequence of studies. 

Hence, experimenter attitudes were considered a 

critical factor for success in thermal biofeedback 

investigations. 

Given that time-lagged finger or hand 

temperature responses lead to delayed or possibly 

false feedback, and the greater sensitivity of blood 

volume flow reflecting more immediate physiological 

variations (see Appendix A), it is puzzling why 

biofeedback studies have neglected the apparently 

superior blood volume flow measure. Yates (1980) 

reports only 2 voluntary control studies have used 

photoplethysmography to provide blood flow information. 

Clarke and Forgione (1974) obtained BV pulse and BV flow 

values in a hypnosis study which failed to demonstrate 

control with either response measure. Simpson and 

Nelson (1976) fed-back finger pulse volume to subjects 

informed that the response display indexed successful 

relaxation and obtained significantly increased 

vasodilation (evidenced by BV flow) in the second 

training session. However, Yates (1980) discounted 

the finding as an artifact of increased vasoconstriction 

in the control group. Surwit et al (1976) conducted the 
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only investigation which adequately measured both BV 

flow and peripheral finger temperature. Results 

indicated temperature increase subjects showed larger 

pulse amplitudes than subjects instructed to decrease 

temperature. In his review Yates (1980) maintains 

considerable potential exists for studying voluntary 

control of BV flow and its relationship to finger 

temperature. 

1.4  Summary 

Biofeedback facilitated vasodilation 

consistently emits attenuated response magnitudes 

and is more difficult to demonstrate than control of 

the less clinically relevant vasoconstriction 

response. Arousal and orienting reaction properties 

suggest an explanation for superior vasoconstriction 

learning. 

Observed differences between subjects attempting 

vasomotor response control questions the role of 

physiological variables such as individual lability 

and gender. Despite methodological variation and 

inadequacies in a number of key areas regular albeit 

small magnitude changes in cutaneous vasomotor response 

control have been obtained, although the question 
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arises as to whether an alternative conditioning 

procedure may be more efficacious. The following 

chapter will outline parameters relevant to classical 

conditioning of peripheral vasomotor dilation and will 

argue that elicitation of cutaneal dilation is less 

difficult to demonstrate than cutaneal dilation 

emission under similar circumstances. 



CHAPTER 2 



Classical Conditioning 

Contempory researchers of classical 

conditioning have prudently adopted broad operational 

definitions on account of continued irresolution on 

what exactly constitutes Pavlovian conditioning. 

Empirically, the significant issues concern 

critical parameters of factors considered necessary 

for classical conditioning. In view of the applied 

emphasis of the present investigation the following 

chapter will be restricted to a discussion of the 

above subject matter, concluding with a review of 

Pavlovian vasomotor conditioning studies. 

2.1  Theory and Definition 

Traditional associative learning theory 

maintains that with repeated stimuli pairings, the 

CS progressively substitutes for the UCS. Essential 

predictions of the model, however, have not received 

unquestioned support. For example, Young (1965) 

found that pupil contraction in response to light 

cannot be conditioned even though a viable UCR is 

elicited in the context of CS-UCS contiguity. 

Further, a series of studies finding incomparable 
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conditioned and unconditioned responses (Bindra & 

Palfai, 1967 ; Black, 1971; Blanchard & Blanchard, 

1969) contests the second major prediction proposing 

CR-UCR equivalence. 

A more tenable model was developed by Rescorla 

(1967) which holds that contiguity of CS and UCS is 

necessary but not sufficient for conditioning. There 

must also be a differential contingency between CS and 

UCS. Rescorla's theory basically claims that the CS 

acquires the informational value of a cue and that its 

function is to provide knowledge or warning about 

impending outcomes. Research support (Rescorla, 1968) 

has demonstrated that CS-outcome correlation is more 

important for conditioning than simple CS-UCS 

contiguity. 

Essentially, excitatory conditioning arises 

as the probability increases that the UCS will occur 

during the presence of the CS, whereas inhibitory 

conditioning increases in the converse situation. 

The disparity between these two probabilities 

determines effectiveness of conditioning. If . 

literature on subject awareness (Brewer, 1974) is any 

guide, conditioning effectiveness can be influenced 

by manipulating expectancy concerning the informational 
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properties of the CS. Grings (1973) suggested that the 

extent to which the subject is aware of the 

contingencies between stimuli, the operations 

describe conditioning through learning and not 

learning through conditioning. For the purposes of 

the present investigation, however, the distinction 

between conditioning performance and learning is 

not particularly relevant. 

Current definitions of classical conditioning 

have adopted broad behavioural criteria in response to 

a variety of findings resulting from Pavlovian operations. 

For example, Furedy and Poulos (1977) describe classical 

excitatory autonomic conditioning as "an increase in 

responding to a stimulus (CS) relative to some appropriate 

control condition(s) which is attributable to the 

contiguity of the CS with the response (UR) to another 

stimulus (US)" (p. 352). The advantage of this 

definition is that it is theoretically neutral 

insofar as it does not require the CS to be relatively 

impotent, or that there be an absolute increase of CS 

elicited responding over paired CS-UCS training trials, 

nor does it specify rate of conditioning. 

Prokasy and Kumfer (1973) similarly define 

classical conditioning in a liberal fashion. They 
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describe conditioning as the response modification 

which occurs as a "consequence of a contingency between 

conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus 

(UCS)" (p. 157-8). This formulation, which views 

classical conditioning as a set of laboratory operations, 

accepts any modification of responding as evidence of 

conditioning. According to Prokasy (1977), to speak of 

conditioning simply means the subject has been exposed 

to the conditioning paradigm and that some response 

change reflects that fact. This approach makes no 

qualitative or quantitative distinction between the 

CS and UCS. The same all-encompassing empirical rationale 

governs usage of the interchangeable terms "classical" 

or "Pavlovian" conditioning in the present experiment. 

These terms refer strictly to the set of procedures 

described in Chapter 4. 

Recourse to operational rather than theoretical 

criteria is also necessary in order to distinguish 

classical from operant conditioning. Several 

researchers (see Smith & Moore, 1966) have observed 

that a cue stimulus employed in an instrumental 

conditioning paradigm obeys the "laws" of classical 

conditioning, with reward as UCS and response produced 

cues as CS. Conversely, Kimble (1961) suggested it 

was equally impossible to conduct a classical 
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experiment that does not involve instrumental 

contingencies. For these reasons, differences between 

classical and instrumental conditioning are best 

described in terms of procedure. 

In classical conditioning the sequence of 

operations is independent of subject behaviour. No 

subject emitted control is necessary to obtain response 

change. By contrast, reinforcement in instrumental 

conditioning is contingent upon the subject assuming 

some active role in the situation. These differential 

demands on the subject suggest hypotheses concerning 

the comparative ease of autonomic response acquisition 

using operant and classical operations. It is therefore 

predicted that elicitation of cutaneous vasomotor 

dilation by classical procedures will realize significantly 

greater response magnitudes than emitted with instrumental 

training. Until relatively recently, of course, it 

was firmly held that autonomic or visceral functions 

could only be classically conditioned. However, 

Pavlovian response modification procedures seem to 

have been largely ignored as a result of the current 

zeitgeist favouring biofeedback techniques. Factors 

affecting CR strength in classical excitory 

autonomic conditioning are examined in the next section. 
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2.2  Critical Parameters 

Some of the more important environmental 

conditions influencing classical response acquisition 

include, UCS intensity, interstimulus (CS-UCS) interval, 

and CS intensity. These factors and the role of 

instructions and compound CS will now be briefly 

outlined. 

2.21  UCS Intensity. Research suggests that more 

intense (Dykman, Gantt & Whitehorn, 1956; Zeaman & Smith, 

1965) and longer duration (Frey & Butler, 1973) UCS's generally 

produce stronger CR's regardless of response system. With 

peripheral vasomotor dilation special consideration 

is required on account of defensive reactions to certain 

stimulus intensities. Figar (1965) recommends a thermal 

UCS range between 43 degrees C and 45 degrees C since 

higher levels elicit defensive vasoconstriction (Bykov, 

1959) while lower grades may not be effective. 

2.22  Interstimulus Interval. CS-UCS latency 

is significant because it defines the degree of stimulus 

contiguity which largely determines CR acquisition. 

Optimal interval varies according to response type. 

Motor or skeletal responses are best conditioned with 

a relatively short ISI, for example, 0.5 seconds (Ross 
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& Ross, 1971). The sluggish onset of autonomic or 

visceral CR, however, necessitates comparatively 

longer intervals. For example, the optimal ISI 

for human heart rate conditioning is 13 seconds 

(Hastings & Obrist, 1967). For vasomotor 

conditioning Maltzman (1968) found significantly 

stronger CR's in the 10 second than 0.5 second 

interval. This finding was confirmed in a later 

study (Maltzman, Gould, Barnett, Raskin & Wolff, 

1977). 

2.23  CS Intensity. Studies (see Gray, 

1965; Grice, 1968) have shown there is a positive 

correlation between CS intensity and magnitude of 

CR, although evidence (Razran, 1957) suggests this 

relationship only holds to a critical level beyond 

which it becomes negative. Some explanation for 

the conditioning superiority of strong CS's is 

provided by the adaption level hypothesis which 

maintains that weak CS's are less effective 

because they are more difficult to discriminate 

from background stimulation. Kamin's (1965) study 

which varied white noise levels during training 

supported this interpretation. 
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2.24  Compound CS.  Simultaneous or 

varying degrees of overlapping presentation of 2 

or more CS elements leads to compound conditioning 

(Dykman, 1967) which some researchers (e.g. Menzies, 

1941) have found to be more efficacious than simple 

conditioning. The issue of interest concerns the 

circumstances which promote similar or differentially 

potent CS components. In conditioning where all 

acquisition trials involve administration of a 

compound CS, traditional contiguity explanations 

suffice. That is, the various CS elements acquire 

approximately equal strength. Conditional stimuli 

involving a subject initiated component such as a 

spoken word or phrase has obvious clinical potential. 

A self-initiated and administered cue may facilitate 

response modification outside laboratory environments. 

2.25  Instructions.  Knowledge of procedures 

via explicit facilitatory instructions generally augments 

autonomic CR. Dawson and Reardon (1969) found that 

positive instructions resulted in greater CR's 

whereas negative inhibitory instructions resulted 

in smaller CR's relative to a neutrally instructed 

control group. While replicating these findings 

Harvey and Wickens (1971; 1973) discovered that 

instructions initially altered the magnitude of 
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the UCR which then influenced CR strength. It 

would seem from these and other (see Brewer, 1974) 

findings that cognitive factors require consideration 

in classical conditioning. 

2.3  Previous Research 

Relatively few Western studies have investigated 

classical peripheral vasomotor conditioning, the majority 

being conducted by Slavonic psychologists and infrequently 

published in English language journals. For, this reason 

the following review is restricted to a selection of the 

more accessable reports relevant to the present 

experiment. The reader is referred to Bykov (1959) 

and Figar (1965) for a more comprehensive review 

of the area. 

Menzies (1937) conditioned vasoconstriction 

by immersing one hand in ice water and presenting a 

variety of CS, viz., a bell, a buzzer, a nonsense 

word repeated by the subject and/or auditory presentation 

of a nonsense word and a pattern of light. In a 

concurrent procedure vasodilation was also conditioned 

to the sound of a buzzer. The results indicated that 

9 to 36 stimulus presentations were required to obtain 

stable CR's (skin temperature). However, CR retention 
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was variable, depending upon the subject, the CS and 

the number of conditioning combinations. For some 

subjects, the CR extinguished after a few days while 

several demonstrated response retention for 31 days 

or more, despite lack of further experimental 

reinforcement. 

Menzies found no significant differences 

between the efficacy of verbal as compared to 

non-verbal CS. He further established that the 

stimulus word repeated by the subject was as 

successful for conditioning as when the word was 

initially pronounced aloud by the experimenter 

and then repeated by the subject. These results 

were interpreted as being supportive of blood 

vessel control by verbal processes. In a conclusion 

pre-empting over 20 years research, Menzies maintained 

this verbal control of vasomotor responses means 

that a so-called involuntary function has been 

brought by the processes of conditioning under a 

form of control very like that ordinarily called 

voluntary" (p. 118). 

In a subsequent study Menzies (1941) 

investigated the effects of a light CS and a compound 

light-vocal CS on vasoconstriction conditioning. CR 
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frequency was the dependent measure. The main findings 

indicated the compound stimulus was more successful 

with increased training (40 cf 20 trials) and that the 

simple light stimulus failed to condition to 

vasoconstriction even after 40 training combinations. 

Comparisons with control conditions also revealed that 

adding vocal activity to the light stimulus was 

critical for conditioning. No interpretation was 

advanced for this finding. 

Unlike Menzies' experiments, Livesey and Kirk 

(1953) employed a "running trial" procedure in which 

5 males and 2 females selected for vasomotor lability 

were subjected to a series of preconditioning, 

conditioning, and post-conditioning sessions distributed 

over periods up to 37 weeks. Conditional vasoconstriction 

(digital temperature) was rapidly and strongly established 

in five subjects by a procedure involving a buzzer paired 

with a cool thermal stimulus. Contrary to Menzies' 

(1937) findings, Livesey and Kirk were able to obtain 

complete extinction by allowing longer time intervals 

to elapse between CS only presentations. The authors 

concluded that a distinction was necessary between 

experimental extinction arising from frequent CS presentation 

during a continuous test session and chronic extinction 

resulting from greater passage of time. 
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A more recent study (Shean, 1968) explored the 

relationship between conditioning, generalization and 

extinction of digital vasoconstriction and subject awareness 

of CS-UCS sequence. Within group expectancy was manipulated 

via instructional parameters. Analyses revealed that 

the role of instructions was predominant. Vasomotor 

conditioning occurred only in subjects aware of the 

stimulus relationship. Moreover, knowledge of shock 

(UCS) cessation resulted in almost immediate extinction. 

No generalization of conditional vasoconstriction was 

observed. At least for small numbers of conditioning 

trials, the findings were interpreted as being consistent 

with Razran's (1955) assertion that subject perception 

of the conditioning relationship describes relational 

or perceptual learning rather than conditioning. 

2.4  Summary 

Traditional classical conceptualizations emphasizing 

stimulus association and substitution have been modified 

by Rescorla's model which assigns an informational role 

to the CS. Researchers have largely avoided the theoretical 

imbroglio by employing broad behavioural 

criteria which virtually accept any response modification 

arising from CS-UCS pairings as evidence of classical 

conditioning. 
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Differentiation between operant and classical 

strategies also necessitates resort to operational criteria. 

Fewer procedural demands required of the subject in 

. respondent conditioning suggest classical techniques 

may be more efficacious for obtaining autonomic response 

modification, particularly if the subject is aware of 

the experimental intent. Environmental parameters critical 

for successful autonomic response conditioning include; 

specific UCS intensities, relatively long interstimulus 

intervals and reasonably discrtminable CS magnitude. 

A limited review of peripheral vasomotor research 

indicated: the easily facilitated potential for semi-

voluntary control of autonomic behaviour via subject 

emitted verbal CS; that CR retention is a function of 

CS presentation frequency; and that knowledge of the 

stimulus relationship generally augments autonomic CR, 

although results may best be interpreted as relational 

or perceptual learning rather than conditioning. 

Chapter 3 will argue for consideration of individual 

differences in both respondent and operant conditioning 

as a means for reducing variance in response acquisition. 



CHAPTER 3 



Individual Differences 

Evidence suggests that individual differences 

affect hypotheses to the extent that its neglect can 

be demonstrated as a variable interacting with primary 

factors. Explicit inclusion of personality in experimental 

design facilitates development of prediction equations 

because error variance can then be accurately identified 

as main effects x personality interaction (Eysenck & 

Eysenck, 1980). Two personality criteria considered 

relevant in cutaneous vasomotor conditioning will be 

detailed in the present chapter. Eysenck's (1967) formulation 

and questionnaire on extraversion-introversion is outlined 

first, followed by an examination of the locus of control 

(LOC) construct. 

3.1  Extraversion and EPQ 

Eysenck's theory of personality predicts differential 

conditioning as a function of greater or lesser cortical 

arousal for introverts and extraverts, respectively. 

Recent modification by Gray (1972) does not substantially 

question Eysenck's basic theoretical structure or the 

EPQ which remains an important research tool. Utilization 

of the questionnaire has been parametrically justified for 

Australian samples (Eysenck, Humphrey & Eysenck, 
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1980) and has been successfully employed as a discriminator 

of individual differences in vividness of mental imagery. 

Less efficacious is the solitary vasomotor biofeedback 

report (Carlton, 1973) which failed to confirm the EPI 

as a prognostic index for autoregulation of digital 

temperature increase. 

3.11  Theory. According to Eysenck (1967) 

the synchronizing aspect of the ascending reticular 

activating system (ARAS) inhibits cortical activity 

more in the extravert leading to decreased susceptibility 

to conditioning. Conversely, high inhibition thresholds 

characteristic of introverts allows greater cortical 

arousal which facilitates conditioning.  Substantiating 

evidence for this formulation, which is similar to Pavlov's 

conceptualization, is drawn mainly from indirect but 

convincing experimentation on the EEG (Savage, 1964), 

critical flicker fusion (Gray, 1964) and on ARAS susceptible 

drugs (Killam, 1962). 

In 1972 Gray modified Eysenck's theory on the 

basis of sodium amobarbital (barbiturate) findings (e.g. 

Gray, 1967; Ison, 1969; Miller, 1959). He argued for 

a more extensive physiological substrate for introversion, 

viz., ARAS together with the medial septal area, the 

hippocampus, the orbital frontal cortex and the interrelat-

ionships between these structures - an extension that 
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proposes the same theoretical function as Eysenck's 

basic conceptualization. Psychologically, Gray replaces 

"conditionability" with the notion of susceptibility 

to punishment and frustrative non-reward, introverts 

being more sensitive. Again, the essence of Eysenck's 

proposals are maintained although obvious adjustments 

will be warranted should the modifications be substantiated. 

3.12  Applications.  Eysenck's theory and 

applied component (EPQ) derive their primary value from 

explicitly stated and testable links between physiology 

and behaviour. Main objections outlined by Cattell 

and Kline (1977) contend evidence supporting a generalized 

and unitary concept of conditioning is lacking and that 

unexplained variance resulting from omission of motivational 

and first order temperamental factors is large. Nevertheless, 

the EPQ has been utilized extensively in a variety of 

studies. For example, Leboeuf (1977) found only introverts 

were successful with EMG facilitated anxiety reductions, 

a finding consistent with Eysenck's prediction that 

introverts are more conditionable. 

A study by Gralton, Hayes and Richardson (1979) 

confirmed introverts experience more vivid mental imagery 

which they employ effectively as a form of symbolic 

representation in long term memory, thus confirming 
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in the authors' opinion the ease and strength with which 

imagery is classically conditioned in introverts. 

This finding is potentially useful for clarifying Brener's 

(1974) discrimination and response image account of 

biofeedback learning. 

The efficacy of Eysenck's predictions remain 

to be demonstrated for subjects conditioned to control 

vasomotor responses. Carlton (1973) investigated the 

ability of EPI extraverion-introversion scores in the 

upper and lower 30% response range, respectively, to 

predict subject control of digital temperature increase. 

There was no support for the hypothesis that introverts 

would show greater temperature increase than extraverts. 

However, analyses also revealed a general failure to 

condition which precludes definitive conclusions concerning 

personality. 

Although subjects in the present study were selected 

on the basis of perceived LOC, Eysenck's Personality 

Questionnaire was administered as a secondary measure 

to examine relationships between introversion-extraverion 

and peripheral vasomotor dilation conditioning. Successful 

conditioning is predicted to be correlated with introversion. 

A recent report (Eysenck et al, 1980) suggests Australian 

samples are sufficiently similar to English populations 

to warrant employment of the EPQ, an important finding 
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in view of the basically English origins of Eysenck's 

Personality Questionnaire. 

3.2  Locus of Control 

Exhaustive personality research has also been 

conducted with Rotter's (1966) LOC construct (refer 

to Joe, 1971 for general review; Lefcourt, 1976 for 

overview of supportive research; Throop & McDonald, 

1971 for bibliography). Briefly, the LOC model was 

developed from social learning theory and broadly states 

that the effects of reward or reinforcement on preceding 

behaviour depend in part on whether the individual perveives 

the reward as contingent on his own behaviour or independent 

of it. For example, the internal LOC individual believes 

that they are in control or "master of their own fate", 

whereas the external LOC person would believe that their 

life is due to chance. 

Subsequent sections will critically evaluate 

parametric adequacy of the LOC construct. Two questions 

will be directly addressed: firstly, whether Rotter's 

(1966) scale is the most appropriate measure of LOC; 

and secondly, whether North-American derived norms are 

generalizable to Australian populations. Previous research 

is reviewed and relevance to the present experiment 

detailed. 
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3.21  Parametric Adequacy.  A general criticism 

of many studies employing Rotter's measure is the high 

proportion of unexplained variance. Low item-total 

correlations (Rotter, 1966) indicate within-scale heterogeneity 

and result in small and sometimes inconsistent validity 

coefficients. Researchers wishing to employ LOG basically 

have 5 alternatives: firstly, to accept Rotter's scale 

and consequently a high level of "noise"; secondly, 

to control the numerous potentially interacting variables, 

e.g. value of reinforcement and expectancy of obtainment 

of desired reinforcement; thirdly, to develop a new 

general scale which accounts for a greater proportion 

of variance than Rotter's measure; fourthly, to construct 

scales appropriate to specific problem circumstances; 

and finally, to "tailor fit" established factor analytically 

derived internal-external sub-scales which are reputable 

in terms of acceptable levels of stability and validity 

to the criterion of interest. The last alternative 

clearly seems to reach the most efficacious compromise 

between pragmatic utility and parametric precision. 

Empirical inconsistencies were considered sufficiently 

serious to warrant investigation of unexplained variance, 

resulting in a spate of factor analysis studies (e.g. 

Gurin, Gurin, Lao & Beattie, 1969; Lao, 1970; Levenson, 

1974; Mirels, 1970; Reid & Ware, 1973; 1974; Viney, 

1974) which challenged the generalizability of Rotter's 
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(1966) LOC construct. 

Some then sought to refine the scale to account 

for a greater percentage of variance (e.g. Levenson, 

1974; Reid & Ware, 1973; 1974). Factor analysis outcomes 

basically related to 3 distinct areas: generalizability 

across persons, across reinforcement areas and across 

agents of external control (Lefcourt, 1976). Thus Gurin 

et al (1969) and Lao (1970) isolated two factors using 

black subjects, viz., control ideology and personal 

control, suggesting limitations for the generalizability 

of Rotter's predominantly white based control expectancy 

predictions for negroid samples. 

Mirels' (1970) and Reid and Ware's (1973) analysis 

also achieved 2 interpersonal factors: a belief concerning 

felt mastery over the course of one's life and a belief 

concerning the extent to which individuals can exert 

an impact on political institutions. Corresponding 

factors derived by Reid and Ware were categorized fatalism 

(F) and social systems control (SSC), respectively. 

Both studies revealed the limitation of Rotter's scale 

across reinforcement areas. Reid and Ware (1974) subsequently 

identified a third, intrapersonal dimension, self-control 

(SC), which related to the extent of self-regulation 

of one's impulses, desires and emotions. Appropriateness 

of the SC factor for predicting physiological self-regulation 
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via sensory intake of biofeedback information will be 

discussed in a later section. Levenson (1974) also 

determined a tripartite division in her revision of 

Rotter's instrument, viz., chance control, powerful 

others control and internal control, findings which 

suggest specificity of controlling agents. 

3.22  Reid-Ware's Multifactorial LOC.  In - recognition 

of the empirical realization that LOC refers to varying 

constructs, i.e., personal, situational and person x 

situation interaction, researchers (e.g. Loo, 1979) 

recommend the use of subscale or factor scores to identify 

sources of variation which may be missed if an overall 

score representing a heterogeneous scale is employed. 

The determining consideration, however, must be psychomet-

rically based. Therefore, this recommendation is particularly 

advised when unidimensional scales are shown to be hetero-

geneous, and when the alpha coefficients describing 

internal consistency of independent factors from a multi-

dimensional LOC scale are found to be higher than for 

the overall scale. 

The latter finding is evident in Reid and Ware's 

(1973) analysis which revealed alpha coefficients, corrected 

for item number bias, as follows: total scale 0.71, 

SSC 0.88, F 0.74. In their 1974 study which isolated 

Sc as a third dimension the alpha coefficients for the 
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8-item SC factor, 12 item SSC factor and 12 item F factor 

were 0.71, 0.76 and 0.76 respectively; no total score 

reliability was reported. The relatively high internal 

consistency of these LOC dimensions together with their 

low intercorrelations (SC-SSC Cr = 0.30), SC-F Cr = 

0.27), SSC-F Cr = 0.39)) suggest they are reasonably 

independent. 

Schlegel and Crawford (1976) replicated Reid 

and Ware's (1974) analysis using hierarchical factor 

measures which not only provide a more direct technique 

for determining factor independence but also evaluate . 

the extent to which independent scales function as dimensions 

of a higher order abstraction, viz., generalized internal-

external control. Results were interesting, not insofar 

as both high school and university samples differentiated 

3 scales, thereby confirming Reid and Ware's findings, 

but for the university sample for whom SC was an unique 

dimension unrelated to SSC, F or a generalized LOC domain. 

Three interpretations were offered for this finding, 

the most plausible being that the smaller university 

sample (136 cf. high school 920) potentiated unreliability. 

Differential social learning experiences and university 

selection procedures favouring intelligence etc. were 

also forwarded as explanations. Factor independence 

findings for both samples using Reid and Ware's 32-item 
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(minus 13 filler items) scale and an 18-item version 

of the same scale, with approximate reliabilities, were 

comparable to those obtained by Reid and Ware (1974). 

Correlational analyses confirming factor independence 

for Australian samples using Reid and Ware's (1974) 

32-item (plus filler items) scale (Dragutinovich & Wilson, 

1981) are reported in the publication. 

Research applications of Reid and Ware's (1974) 

scale include a study by Sadowski, Loftus-Vergari and 

Davis (1978) which found non-traditional college age 

(25 years and older) males were more internal than trad-

itional age males on the F and SC factors. No significant 

differences for females on any LOC dimension were reported. 

Gilmori and Reid (1978) found internals assessed on the 

F scale indicated higher estimates and commensurately 

superior university examination performances than externals. 

Further, internals more frequently adjusted performance 

estimates for a second examination in response to their 

initial performance feedback. 

3.23  Experimental Relevance.  Choice of LOC 

dimensions considered appropriate for predicting physiological 

self-control is restricted to scales which satisfy 2 

criteria. Firstly, the measure should distinguish between 

personal and general control ideology. This relates 

to perceived ability to control the environment. Operationally, 
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items pertaining to personal control are usually phrased 

in the first person whereas items relating to general 

control are phrased in the third person (Bar-Zohar & 

Nehari, 1978). The second criterion concerns parametric 

requirements, i.e., acceptably high alpha coefficients 

and sufficiently low interfactor correlations. 

The 2 relatively established tridimensional scales, 

•Levenson (1974) and Reid-Ware (1974), satisfy the above 

criteria and seem to be relevant for predicting biofeedback 

ability, the respective 8-unit factors being Internal 

Control (perceived mastery over one's personal life) 

and Self-Control (control of one's impulses, desires 

and emotions). Upon examination of individual factor 

items, however, it becomes apparent Reid and Ware's 

Self-Control dimension relates more often and more 

intrinsically to physiological auto-regulation via sensory 

intake of biofeedback information. Appendix 81 compares 

factor items from both measures. For the above reasons 

and the self evident scale comparison Reid and Ware's 

•SC factor appears to be more efficacious for predicting 

differential physiological self-regulation using response 

feedback than Levenson's measure. 

3.24  Australian Norms.  The validity of generalizing 

North American derived LOC norms to Australian University 

samples has recently been questioned in response to 
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a growing body of literature (Gorman, Jones & Holman, 

1980; McGinnies, Nordholm, Ward & Bhanthumnavin, 1974; 

Watkins, 1979) indicating Australian means are often 

significantly more external than those obtained by Rotter 

(1966). Factors as varied as prevailing economic conditions 

(Lange & Tiggemann, 1980) and the "she'll be right, 

mate" philosophy (Gorman et al, 1980) have been hypothesized 

as possible aetiology for increased Australian externality. 

Whilst is is accepted that differential norms 

preclude equivocal comparisons, extrapolations and 

conclusions, this does not mean that predictive efficacy 

of the scale per se is invalidated. Differential norms 

simply reflect cultural differences. Scale integrity 

is not in question. Nevertheless, measures should be 

taken to ensure parametric claims make by North American-

Canadian derived instruments hold with Australian samples. 

With multidimensional LOC scales the critical feature 

to be cross-culturally confirmed is the independence 

of factors. Utilization of Reid and Ware's Three Factor 

LOC scale should therefore be contingent upon verification 

of inter-factor autonomy. Dragutinovich and Wilson 

(1981) detail preliminary Australian norms for Reid 

and Ware's instrument which seem to justify scale employment 

with Australian samples. General criticisms directed 

toward state-trait measures (e.g.Mischel, 1968) will 

not be addressed in this review. The reader is referred 
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to Eysenck and Eysenck's (1980) rebuttals and cogent 

defence of personality questionnaires. 

3.25  Research Findings.  Cardiovascular 

investigation by Ray and Lamb (1974) found internal 

LOC subjects were significantly better in increasing 

heart rate while externals showed significantly better 

ability in heart rate deceleration. This finding was 

confirmed by Ray (1974). Bell and Schwartz (1973), 

however, found the same relation for heart rate lowering 

only, while Schneider, Sabal, Herrman and Cousins' (1978) 

research exclusively supported the converse relation. 

Gatchel (1975), although replicating Ray and Lamb's 

results over brief training, found differential internal-

external heart rate increase and decrease control ability 

diminished to non-significance with extended training, 

a feature which now seems to be a necessary precaution 

to avoid premature relationship statements. 

In skin temperature research, Fotopoulos, Cook 

• and Larsen (1976) reported that externals showed significantly 

higher baseline skin temperature than internals. Moreover, 

data obtained from a second baseline indicated significant 

differences in stability of skin temperature baselines 

for internal and external LOC subjects. Stoffer, Jensen 
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and Nesset (1979) found no significant differences between 

internals and externals while testing effects of contingent 

versus yoked temperature feedback on voluntary temperature 

control and cold stress tolerance, a finding consistent 

with results obtained by Fotopoulos and Binegar (1976). 

An investigation by Rothschild and Horowitz (1970) 

on the effect of instructions and internal-external 

control of reinforcement on a conditioned finger-withdrawal 

response found personality affected acquisition of conditioned 

avoidance in the following ways. In the instructed 

condition subjects who acquired the response had higher 

externality scores. However, internals made proportionately 

more conditioned responses (49%) than externals (34%) 

and extinguished significantly faster. The authors 

concluded "these results indicate that level of responding 

in a conditioning situation cannot reasonably be considered 

without regard to the personality of the subject" (p. 

400). 

Rotter's (1966) original conceptualization of 

LOC as a cognitive-perceptual variable, an expectancy, 

was expanded by Du Cette and Walk (Du Cette & Wolk, 

1972; 1973; Wolk & Du Cette, 1974) to include a motivational 

component. According to the new formulation externals 

not only perceive a lack of self-control but prefer 

non-control and actively seek external control, whereas 
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internals perceive and prefer self-control, rejecting 

the control of external agents. Finding this motivational 

conception also inadequate Bellack (1975) proposed that 

internals and externals additionally differed in ability 

to effectively apply self-regulation procedures. Kanfer's 

(1971) three-stage (self-monitoring, self-evaluation, 

self-reinforcement) closed loop feedback model together 

with findings suggesting externals were deficient in 

Use of self-reinforcement (Bellack, 1972; Bellack & 

Tillman, 1974; Lefcourt, 1967; Pines, 1973; Sherman, 

1973) precipitated the hypotheses. 

Bellack administered two verbal recognition memory 

tests to internal and external LOC subjects. Self-evaluation 

of responses in the first test and both self-evaluation 

and self-reinforcement in the second test were the task 

requirements. Results indicated performance accuracy 

on either task did not vary significantly for LOC. 

However, internals consistently evaluated themselves 

higher and administered more positive and less negative 

self-reinforcements. Apparently, self-reinforcement 

differences were a function of differential self-evaluation. 

Bellack suggested externals were unable to adequately 

evaluate their behaviour in the absence of environmental 

input and consequently could not employ self-reinforcement 

strategies competently. 
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Further research considered pertinent to physiological 

self-regulation ability and present biofeedback predictions 

include investigations on cognitive activity, i.e., 

differential internal-external information assimilation 

and attention focusing. For example, Lefcourt's (1976) 

review states Seeman and Evan's (1962) study supports 

the contention that internals avail themselves of information 

more than do externals. Lefcourt and Wine (1969) concluded 

internal subjects were more likely to attend to cues 

which facilitated resolution of uncertainty. Three 

separate studies (Julian & Katz, 1968; Lefcourt, Lewis 

& Silverman, 1968; Rotter & Mulry, 1965) have suggested 

internals devote more attention to skill related matters 

than externals. 

After reviewing relevant research, Lefcourt (1972) 

concluded support was warranted for the contention that 

internals are more cognitively active, while Phares' 

(1973) review concluded internals are consistently more 

alert and calculating with respect to their world view. 

These conclusions describing differential information 

seeking preparedness are bolstered by studies conducted 

by Williams and Stack (1972) and Du Cette and Wolk (1973) 

who obtained data indicating internals are more efficient•

cue extractors, have better recall of performances and 

are more likely to utilize information in an inductive 

manner in order to anticipate future performances, than 
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are externals. It would seem from these investigations 

that internal orientation facilitates interpretation 

and coping with cognitive and skill related tasks. 

3.26  Research Implications.  The net implication 

of LOC research findings seem to suggest it would not 

be unreasonable to maintain that a person's beliefs 

about their ability to influence certain events should 

generalize to their ability to influence their physiology. 

One need go no further than LOC theory which explicitly 

suggests superior operant self-control by internally 

located subjects. 

A similarly straightforward prediction equation 

would seem to hold for LOC and operant versus classical 

conditioning performance. To recapitulate, the internal 

LOC individual believes that they are in control or "master 

of their own fate" whereas the external LOC person would 

believe that their life is controlled by outside influences 

(chance, predestiny, etc.). As Chapter 2 outlined, 

one of the major operational features which characterizes 

Pavlovian conditioning is that the organism plays a 

purely passive role insofar as delivery of the CS and 

UCS is concerned. That is, no subject control is necessary 

to obtain a physiological change. Conversely, instrumental 

conditioning requires the subject to operate upon or 

assume some active role in the situation. Reward is 
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contingent upon control. The hypothetical implications 

of the relationship between LOC and Pavlovian versus 

Skinnerian conditioning procedures seem obvious. Normally, 

one would expect internally oriented subjects to be 

more efficacious with operant cutaneous vasodilation 

control and externally oriented subjects to respond 

better to classical vasodilation procedures. 

However, the research on differential internal-

eternal cognitive activity, information processing 

and attention focusing contradicts the logic of the 

above formulations. Greater cognitive activity and 

sensory intake by internals uncovers a paradox insofar 

as the cutaneous vasomotor response is concerned. Three 

studies by Williams clarify the existing prediction 

discrepancy and suggest a reversal of the above LOC 

x conditioning hypotheses. 

Williams, Bittker, Buchsbaum and Wynne (1975) 

and Bittker, Buchsbaum, Williams and Wynne (1975) found 

that subjects with high levels of engagement involvement•

(intensive sensory intake of environmental stimuli) 

exhibited vasoconstriction whereas subjects showing 

low levels of engagement with the environment (rejection 

of sensory stimuli) demonstrated vasodilation. 
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A later study by Williams, Poon and Burdette 

(1977) used internal and external LOC subjects and measured 

their heart rate and forearm blood flow during experimental 

tasks requiring sensory intake, sensory rejection and 

a mixture of the behaviours. They found internals showed 

decreased forearm blood flow in response to sensory 

intake while externals demonstrated vasodilation across 

all tasks. In view of these results, together with 

the general finding that cognitive activity precipitates 

vasoconstriction (see Appendix A), it would follow that 

internals, with their attentive observation of stimuli, 

will evidence less vasodilation than externals in both 

classical and operant conditioning situations. Response 

transfer performances are predicted to reflect conditioning 

results. 

3.3  Summary 

Chapter 3 reviewed personality issues considered 

important for conditioning studies. Eysenck's introversion-

extraversion formulation was outlined from the perspective 

of theory, questionnaire utilization with Australian 

samples and relevance to cutaneous vasomotor conditioning. 

The following section criticized Rotter's 

unidimensional measure of LOC and defended alternative 

instruments which were considered to save the basic 
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conceptualization from empirical disrepute. Evidence 

supporting the legitimacy of employing Reid and Ware's 

multifactorial LOC scale with Australian samples was 

presented and relevance to the present experiment detailed. 

Research implications of previous findings suggested 

paradoxical predictions insofar as usual LOG x learning 

hypotheses are concerned. The next section concludes 

this final introductory chapter by detailing the rationale 

for the present study and formally stating hypotheses. 

3.4  Hypotheses 

The primary aim of this investigation is to examine 

within subject comparative efficacy of operant and classical 

conditioning procedures for obtaining vasomotor (BV) 

response dilation. On the rationale that autonomic 

response elicitation is relatively independent of subject 

behaviour it is predicted that classical procedures 

will achieve significantly greater vasodilation response 

magnitudes than emitted with operant training. 

A secondary aim of this experiment is to reduce 

between-subject response acquisition variance via explicit 

inclusion of LOG variables in conditioning predictions. 

On the basis of research evidence demonstrating that 

cognitive activity is correlated with vasoconstriction, 

and that internally located individuals exhibit intensive 



sensory intake, it is expected that internal LOC subjects 

will evidence less vasodilation than external LOC subjects 

in both classical and operant conditioning procedures. 

Of particular interest are the interactional 

predictions derived from the above hypotheses. It is 

expected that the order of vasodilation response magnitude 

obtained will be, from highest to lowest, external x 

classical condition, followed by internal x classical, 

external x operant and internal x operant. It is also 

predicted that vasodilation performance in both operant 

and classical procedures will be negatively correlated 

with the extraversion score obtained with the EPQ. Response 

transfer performances are predicted to reflect experimental 

results. 

If the findings of the experiment confirm the 

hypotheses it may have important implications for 

clinicians seeking the most efficacious conditioning 

procedure for treating a wide range of peripheral vascular 

disorders from the perspective of effective client-therapy 

matches. 



CHAPTER 4 



Method 

4.1  Subjects 

Twenty undergraduate volunteer subjects were 

selected on the basis of scores obtained on Reid and 

Ware's (1974) Three Factor Internal-External Locus of 

Control Scale. The pretest was administered to 105 

students during the Psychology 1 lecture at the University 

of Tasmania. Subjects scoring less than or equal to 

4 (internal LOC group) and greater than or equal to 

6 (external LOC group) on the 8-item Self-Control dimension 

were approached for further participation (c.f. Australian 

norms, (Dragutinovich & Wilson, 1981)). Prior to volunteering 

they were informed the experiment involved biofeedback 

and classical conditioning. No gratuities were offered. 

Ten subjects (5 male and 5 female) conforming 

to Reid and Ware's questionnaire criteria formed each 

LOC group. Subsequently, one male internal subject 

was replaced owing to an inability to habituate to 

experimental conditions. Mean age of internal LOC subjects 

was 22.1 years, range 17 to 30 years; external LOC subjects 

20.1 years, range 17 to 28. All subjects were run in 

late winter and early spring when outside diurnal temperature 

varied approximately between 8 degrees and 15 degrees C. 
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4.2  Apparatus 

Physiological measures and stimulus events were 

recorded on a 4-channel Beckman R-511A Dynograph Recorder. 

Response records obtained were: 

Channel 1:  Blood Volume (BV):  A Beckman radial 

photocell transducer model 215600 was attached to the 

palmar surface of the first phalanx on the middle finger 

of the non-dominant hand. Response artifact resulting 

from changes in ambient light intensity during CS trials 

was negated by a light opaque foam pad fastened to the 

photoresistive pickup. The signal was transmitted to 

the pen through a Whetstone bridge circuit into a general 

purpose 9853A coupler. Power for the bridge circuit 

and the light source in the photoelectric pickup was 

supplied via the 9853A coupler. Amplification sensitivity 

varied between 5 and 10 mv/mm resulting in 0 - 2 mm pulse 

amplitude waves on the blood volume record. 

Channel 2:  Pulse Amplitude (PA):  Blood volume 

signals were amplified by connecting a 9806A coupler into 

the output monitoring jack of the 9853A coupler to obtain 

pulse waves incorporating heart rate. Amplitude 

was set to maintain pulse size between 5 - 10 mm. A 

time constant of 0.3 sec on R-C input was used. 
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Channel 3:  Respiration (R):  A Parkes Electronics 

Laboratory mercury-in-rubber strain gauge (30.5 cm long) 

transversed the subject's chest at sternum level. The 

signal was fed through a Whetstone bridge circuit into 

a general purpose 9853A coupler. Sensitivity was adjusted 

to 0.2 mv/mm producing a normal quiet respiration deflection 

between 5 - 15 mm. 

Channel 4:  Skin Temperature (ST):  Digital 

temperature was measured with a type K naked thermocouple 

(Digitron model 175/10), accuracy +0.05 degrees C, 

incorporating a special coupling unit (model 175/8). 

The probe was attached with Micropore surgical tape 

(No. 15303) to the palmer surface of the first phalanx 

on the index finger of the non-dominant hand. Caution 

was exercised when adhering the tape to obviate artifactual 

constriction. The signal was transduced via a Digitron 

thermometer (Model 2751-K) and the DC voltage signal 

was taken from the monitor jack and input to a Beckman 

9801 Straight Through Coupler. Channel sensitivity 

was set at 0.5 degrees C/cm pen deflection. 

Time and Event Marker:  Timer was set at 5 sec 

while event marker recorded onset of CS and biofeedback. 

Paper speed was 2.5 mm/sec for all records. 

Subjects were seated semi-supine in a comfortable 
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chair with head and arm supports so that hand position 

was approximately at heart level. The non-dominant 

hand (wrist-watch removed) rested palms down with fingers 

protruding over the end of the arm rest on the chair 

to prevent compressing the thermister contact. Experimentation 

was conducted in a moderately illuminated laboratory 

room (3.0 x 1.5 x 2.8 m) maintained at 23 degrees C 

(+ 1.5 degrees C). Relative humidity varied between 

50% and 70% (uncontrolled).  The testing room was 

interfaced by a plug board to an adjacent cubicle housing 

recording equipment operated by experimenter. Continuous 

classical music (Bach's Brandenberg Concerto's 1 - 6) 

was softly played to facilitate habituation, mask incidental 

auditory stimuli and offset boredom. 

Blood volume response progress in the operant 

condition was displayed by a large centre-zero meter 

(face dimensions 24 x 29 cm). Trial onset was signalled 

by an unobtrusive green LED light fixed on top of the 

unit. An experimenter controlled switch enabled simultaneous 

activation of signal light and feedback meter or illumination 

of the light alone to indicate transfer trials. The 

16 cm needle of the meter was adjusted to relate 

concomitantly to pen deflections in both dilative and 

constrictive directions. The apparatus was positioned 

at approximately eye level and 2 m in front of the subject. 
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The light component of the CS was provided by a 100 

watt white globe housed in a 23 x 31 x 29 cm box shielded 

by dual-layered frosted perspex. A discrete red LED 

light situated on the upper horizontal surface indicated 

generalization (verbal component only) trials. The 

unit was viewed in similar conditions experienced in 

the operant session. 

The thermal stimulator was an 11 x 4 cm coil 

constructed from 9 mm ID copper tubing: flush time was 

10 sec. Subjects clasped the thermal stimulator coil 

with their dominant hand (palm down), supported by the 

armrest. 3.55 m of 9 mm ID plastic pipe connected the 

thermal stimulator to 2 thermostatically controlled 

water tanks (each 14.6 litre capacity) situated outside 

the subject's room. The gravity fed water supply (2.01 in 

head of water) was regulated by solenoid switching valves 

(8 mm aperature) and drained from the stimulator by 

an outlet pipe, facilitating a continuous flow of water. 

Heating coils maintained water temperatures in 

the storage drums at 43 degrees C (+2 degrees C) (warm 

UCS) and 29 degrees C (+2 degrees C) (neutral stimulus). 

Figar (1965) recommends the former temperature as ideal 

for eliciting maximal UCR's while Wilson (1972) successfully 

employed the latter grade to rapidly nullify UCS effects. 

Temperature was monitored prior to each experimental 
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session with a Digitron thermal probe. 

Presentation of UCS and neutral stimulus was 

achieved by switching the relevant solenoid valve. 

The changeover was audible to subjects at an amplitude 

of approximately 48 db and constituted part of the CS 

complex. Thermal change at the stimulator was a function 

of the pipe length - tank height relationship and involved 

a 10 sec time delay - interstimulus interval. Stimulus 

overlap was 20 sec with CS and UCS duration being 30 sec 

respectively. 

Intertrial application of the neutral stimulus 

was maintained throughout both experimental sessions. 

In the classical condition the procedure facilitated 

rapid skin-temperature and blood volume response returns 

to pre-trial levels by positively cooling the skin, 

thus enabling shorter than standard (Figar, 1965) between-

trial intervals. The strategy was instigated in the 

operant session primarily to maintain inter-condition 

procedural parity. 

4.3  Design and Procedure 

A within-subject control design was employed 

to examine the interactional effect of the independent 

variables, LOC and conditioning paradigm, upon the ability 
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to dilate the cutaneous digital vasomotor system. Internal 

and external LOC groups were formed by subjects who 

satisfied the LOC criteria: groups were the same size 

and with equal numbers of males and females. 

Potential subjects were informed that the 2-part 

experiment involved one session of operant and one session 

of classical conditioning of physiological responses 

and would require approximately 2 hours participation 

on each occasion. 

Laboratory familiarization and EPQ (Adult) 

administration were conducted on arrival for the first 

experimental session. During the process of attaching 

the various transducers the experimenter informally 

explained equipment functions, including the role of 

the thermal stimulator and stressed the complete safety 

of forthcoming procedures. All subjects responded positively 

to this approach. Following the briefing, certain experimental 

instructions were conveyed which were common to both 

sessions, viz., subjects were requested to remain seated 

as comfortably as possible, to minimize movement, and 

to restrict unavoidable activity to between-trial rest 

periods. The experimenter impressed the necessity to 

maintain relaxed muscle composure at all times and to 

keep breathing normally since trial onset was contingent 

upon even respiration. Further, the subject was asked 
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to grip the thermal stimulator with a light but constant 

pressure throughout the session. Experimenter then 

briefly adjourned to the monitoring room to activate 

the neutral stimulus, adjust the response channels, 

and turn on the masking music. Upon returning, the 

final pre-condition-specific instructions were imparted. 

Subjects were told that a period of adaptation 

- no longer than 30 min - was necessary for them to 

accommodate to ambient temperature. Following this, 

the experimenter would advise of impending trial onset 

via the intercom which remained on open channel. Condition-

specific instructions were then detailed, recapitulated 

and checked for subject understanding. After answering 

any questions, the experimenter departed and resumed 

position in the equipment room to monitor response progress. 

As soon as the subject reached the stabilization criteria, 

viz., less than 0.2 degrees C skin temperature variability 

for 4 consecutive minutes or 30 min habituation (whichever 

occurred first) the experimeriter notified subject that 

the trials would begin in a few minutes. 

Contingency-specific instructions were detailed 

for both conditions on the rationale that awareness 

of response relationships would necessitate fewer OR's 

and enhance acquisition rate. In order to maintain 

expectations of procedural awareness subjects were also 

informed that certain trials (control and transfer) 
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would not conform to the usual pattern; however, the experimenter 

would alert subject prior to onset of all aberrant trials. 

Finally, subjects were instructed to attend to subjective 

states during experimental procedures since a questionnaire 

would follow - each session. 

Operant Conditioning: Instructions: 

In this part of the experiment I am interested in 

finding out how well you can increase the temperature 

of your right (or dominant) hand when the green light 

comes on. You are required to do this without moving: 

just stay relaxed, don't tense any muscles, breathe 

normally and think  of your hand as being warm and 

relaxed. It may help to imagine certain situations 

which you think may help you feel warmer, for 

example, lying on a beach or sitting in a sauna - 

it is up to you to find out what thoughts increase 

your hand temperature. 

Most of the time, the meter in front of you 

will indicate your progress as it is directly 

connected to the recording instruments on your 

left (or non-dominant) hand. Use the information 

provided by the meter to keep the pointer as 

far as possible to the right  hand side of the 

dial. If you do this it will mean your hand 

is getting warmer and you are responding 

successfully. 

There will be 30 half-minute trials 

separated by rest periods of approximately 

90 sec. At the beginning of each trial the 
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pointer will be around zero: It will be 

your task to move and keep the pointer 

as far as possible to the right hand side 

of the dial. Some of the time the green 

light will come on but the meter will 

not indicate your progress; nevertheless, 

I would like you to keep trying to 

increase your hand temperature as this 

will be a check to see how well you have 

learned to control this response without 

feedback. I will warn you before each 

of these trials so you will know when 

to expect them. Remember, whenever the 

green light is on, think of your hand as 

being warm and relaxed. When the green 

light goes off, please stop trying to 

increase your hand temperature and 

rest. 

If you feel like coughing, sneezing or 

moving about, try to restrict it to the 

rest periods. You will be here for 

approximately 1 hour. Upon finishing, 

you will be asked to fill out a questionnaire 

about your thoughts, feelings and 

experience during the experiment, 

particularly during the trials. Try to 

remember these feelings so that you will be 

able to recall them later. 

As soon as you have habituated to room 

temperature I will indicate over the intercom 

that we are about to start. I will be in the 

next room at all times. Are there any questions? 

See you soon. 
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Procedure: 

A 60 sec pre-experimental baseline period (no 

instructions) was recorded following adaptation to obtain 

a register of resting physiological activity. Subjects 

were then required to increase hand temperature for 

1 minute without response feedback (green light on). 

This constituted the control period which ascertained 

existing levels of BV self-control. Thirty half-minute 

voluntary control trials (green light on and BV feedback) 

followed, interposed by rest periods ranging approximately 

between 50 and 90 sec. Trial onset was contingent upon 

a minimum 10 sec period of resting physiological levels, 

particularly respiration, which ideally occurred within 

70 +20 sec. In some cases (less than 2%), trial onset 

was delayed until aberrant response activity in the 

rest period dampened. After each series of 6 trials, 

a 30 sec transfer period (green light on but no response 

feedback) was interposed to test generalization of learned 

control. 

To summarize, the procedural sequence involved: 

pre-experimental baseline 60 sec; control 60 sec; voluntary 

control 30 sec and rest 50-90 sec (x 30); transfer 30 

sec (x 5). At the conclusion of experimentation, recording 

equipment was disconnected and the subject completed 

a categorical and open-ended questionnaire which assessed 
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participation experience (see Appendix Cl). Subjects 

were then debriefed and reappointed for the next session. 

Classical Conditioning:  Instructions: 

During this part of the experiment try to 

stay relaxed, keep breathing normally and 

don't tense any muscles. When the bright 

light comes on I would like you to repeat aloud 

"I am feeling warm and relaxed" for the 

duration of its onset, which will be 30 sec 

for each trial. You will be able to repeat 

"I am feeling warm and relaxed" approximately 

4-6 times depending upon what you consider 

is the most comfortable rate of verbalization. 

Practice it now a few times so that you will 

become familiar with the easiest way of 

saying it. If the light is switched off 

mid-phrase, complete the sentence and then 

stop. 

There will be 30 trials separated by rest 

periods of approximately 90 sec. Shortly 

after the light comes on you will find that 

the thermal stimulator will become warmer. 

Don't worry about this, it is supposed to 

become warmer. It will return to its usual 

temperature after the bright light is 

switched off. 

Occasionally, the small red light will come 

on instead of the bright white light. It 

will also last for 30 sec and during this 

period I would also like you to repeat aloud 

"I am feeling warm and relaxed". However, 

the temperature of the thermal stimulator will 
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not increase during this period. As before, 

if the red light is switched off mid-phrase, 

complete the sentence and stop. I will 

warn you before each of these trials so 

that you will know when to expect them. 

Remember, all you have to do is keep 

looking at the light box, stay relaxed, 

breathe normally, don't tense any muscles 

and repeat aloud "I am feeling warm and 

relaxed" whenever the bright or red 

lights come on. If you feel like coughing, 

sneezing or moving about, try to restrict 

it to the rest periods. You will be here 

for approximately 1 hour. Upon finishing, 

you will be asked to fill out a 

questionnaire about your thoughts, 

feelings and experiences during the 

experiment, particularly during the trials. 

Try to remember these feelings so that you 

will be able to recall them later. 

As soon as you have habituated to room 

temperature I will indicate over the 

intercom that we are about to start. I will 

be in the next room at all times. Are there 

any questions? See you soon. 

Procedure: 

An index of resting physiological activity was obtained 

from a 60 sec pre-experimental baseline recording. Physiological 

responses to the compound CS were then measured for 1 min to derive 

initial reaction values; automatic UCS onset was impeded during 

this period by a manually operated valve. Consequently, the control 
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trial replicated all aspects of the CS complex, including 

the solenoid valve switching amplitude. 30 half-minute 

conditioning trials followed, interposed by rest periods 

ranging approximately between 50-90 sec. A minimum 

10 sec period of resting physiological activity, especially 

respiration, preceded trial onset which was occasionally 

retarded (less than 3% of trials) to meet this criterion. 

Following each series of 6 trials, a 30 sec transfer 

period signalled by the red indicator light was interposed 

to test response generalization to the verbal component 

of the CS. 

To recapitulate, the classical conditioning 

procedural sequence included: pre-experimental baseline 

60 sec; control 60 sec; conditioning 30 sec and rest 

50-90 sec (x 30); transfer 30 sec (x 5). Upon conclusion 

of the session, recording apparatus was disconnected 

and the subject completed a categorical and open-ended 

questionnaire which examined participation experience 

(see Appendix C2). A debriefing which partially involved 

a further questionnaire (see Appendix C3) assessing 

inter - session preferences finalized the subjects involvement 

with the study. 

In lieu of counterbalancing conditions, which 

was precluded by pragmatic considerations, there was 

a minimum of 7 days and an average of 14 days delay 
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between the two sessions - considered to be an interval 

of sufficient duration to obviate significant carryover 

effects from a single learning session. 

4.4  Scoring 

Finger Blood Volume:  Baseline and preconditioning 

responses were scored by measuring the maximum deflection 

occuring within specifically defined latencies. A template 

consisting of a horizontal line graded by intervals 

representing 5 sec scoring periods was superimposed 

on the median response level occuring 10 sec prior to 

the 60 sec pre-experimental baseline and control periods. 

For each 5 sec scoring period, maximum deviation 

to the nearest 1 mm was measured from the peaks (diastolic 

troughs) of the pulse amplitude waves on the BV response 

curve to the horizontal line and given a value of 

or -, depending upon whether the magnitude was dilative 

(above horizontal) or constrictive (below horizontal). 

Where the response curve transversed the horizontal 

line the mean of the maximum dilative and maximum constrictive 

deflections was obtained, sometimes resulting in scores 

of zero. Interval scores were totalled and averaged 

to provide a mean change score for baseline and preconditioning 

responses. 
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Acquisition trials responses were similarly 

scored albeit not as single periods. The 30 sec latency 

of CS onset was divided into 2 parts: 0 - 10 sec CS 

period (reflecting conditioned vasomotor response), 

and 10 - 30 sec UCR period (reflecting unconditioned 

vasomotor response). A 1 sec pen deflection delay registering 

stimulus onset corresponded conveniently to the approximate 

functional time relationship known to exist between 

eliciting stimuli and latency of the digital vasomotor 

response (Cohen & Johnson, 1969). 

The template was superimposed on the median response 

level occuring 10 sec prior to CS onset, designated 

as pre-stimulus base period. Interval scores were totalled 

and averaged for each period resulting in a mean change 

score for the pre-stimulus base period, CS period and 

UCR period. Operant trials were scored for similar 

time-locked periods to facilitate equivocal statistical 

comparisons. Transfer trials were scored as single 

periods according to the procedure specified for baseline 

and preconditioning responses. 

Skin Temperature:  Maximum absolute digital 

temperature was scored for all subjects in every trial 

for both classical and operant conditioning sessions. 
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Heart Rate:  A measure of heart rate was obtained 

from pulse amplitude recordings which were registered 

exclusively for that purpose. 

Respiration:  It was not feasible to score respiration 

responses; subject verbalizations during the CS period 

sufficiently disturbed wave patterns to effectively preclude 

scoring. However, as detailed earlier aberrant respiration 

activity during all scoring periods in both experimental 

sessions was under observational control. Trials were 

abandoned and re-run if the response record suggested 

respiratory mediation. 

All scores obtained for each of the 30 experimental 

trials in both sessions were collapsed into 5 six-trial 

blocks. 



CHAPTER 	5 



Results 

5.1  Physiological Data 

Separate 2 x 2 x 2 (LOC x Sex x Condition ANOVAS) 

were conducted on the pre-experimental baseline and 

control periods. Similar analyses with the addition 

of repeated measures on a 5-trial block factor were 

performed on CR, UCR, transfer and corresponding operant 

periods for all dependent measures. Response data and 

summary tables for all ANOVAS computed are presented 

in Appendices D, E and F in order of reference in the 

text. 

5.11  Base Level and Preconditioning Responses. 

Base Level Analyses: 

Finger Blood Volume:  There was a significant 

difference between LOC groups in initial resting BV. 

activity. External subjects tended towards vasodilation 

(R = 0.22) whereas internals showed vasoconstriction 

(i = -0.13) (F(1,16) = 7.47, pc.05). 

Skin Temperature:  The BV finding was 

not reflected by temperature data but significant temperature 

differences were obtained for sex (F(1,16) = 5.74, 

p< .05), condition (F(1,16) = 6.5, p< .05), and personality 

x condition interaction (F(1,16) = 7.2, p< .05). Males 

were warmer (1 = 29.2 degrees C) than females ( = 25.7 degrees C), 
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operant starting temperatures were lower (R = 26 degrees 

C) than classical temperatures (1 = 28.9 degrees C), 

and the internal operant group ( = 27.1 degrees C) 

was cooler than the external classical ( = 30.8 degrees 

C) whereas the internal classical was warmer (5 = 27.0 

degrees C) than the external operant group ( = 24.9 

degrees C). 

Heart Rate:  Analyses revealed no significant 

differences between groups. No other main effects or 

simple interactions were obtained. Mean male HR was 

69.7 bpm which is lower than the reported average male 

resting level of approximately 72 bpm (Bouchard & Granger, 

1977) whereas the female rate (82.1 bpm) was higher 

than the approximate resting HR (78 bpm) for females 

in general. 

Comment:  Since all subjects conformed 

to predetermined habituation criteria it is possible 

that BV differences obtained between LOC groups and 

sex differences in presenting temperature reflect, in 

order, inherent psychological and physiological factors. 

The latter observation is supported by a finding obtained 

by Boudewyns (1976). Significantly different starting 

temperatures between conditions are more difficult to 

explain. Warmer classical pre-experimental baseline 

temperatures may be respectively related to climal tic 

influence and order of experimentation. All classical 

subjects were run in early spring whereas operant training 
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concluded in late winter (see Chapter 4). 

(N.B. Acquisition trials analyses nullified these influences 

by utilizing exclusively change score data - referred to 

later.) The main evidence for comparable between-group 

habituation to the experimental environment is provided by 

HR which is a sensitive index of physiological unrest (Passmore 

& Robson, 1968). 

Control Period Analyses:  Analyses were also conducted 

on the control period (self-regulation without feedback) 

to examine relevancy (detailed in Discussion) to present 

groups of Guglielmi et al's (1981) contention that vasomotor 

lability is related to self-control efficacy. 

Finger Blood Volume:  Apart from a LOC x 

Sex interaction (F(1,16) = 10.96, p<:.01) no significant 

group differences in BV lability were found. Internal 

males were most labile (i = 0.28), followed by 

vasoconstricting internal females (i = -0.22), then 

external females (7 = 0.12), with least BV change 

produced by external males (i = 0.006). 

Skin Temperature:  Base level results 

were replicated with skin temperature; females (i = 25.7 

degrees C) were cooler than males (i = 29.1 degrees C) 

(F(1,16) = 5.42, p<.05), subjects were significantly 

warmer during the classical control trial (compound 

CS only) (7( = 28.8 degrees C) than in the operant 
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procedure (i = 26 degrees C) (F(1,16) = 5.62, p<.05), 

and LOC interacted with condition (F(1,16) = 6.46, 

p< .05). As there is virtually no difference between 

group means across baseline and control measures (confirmed 

by later analyses) it is unlikely control period temperature 

reflects responding other than differences in resting 

variability due to similar explanations advanced for 

base level findings. 

Heart Rate:  Significantly different 

responding was observed for the HR sex factor. Unlike 

base level responding, females OT = 87.3 bpm) indicated 

significantly higher HR (F(1,16) = 4.88, p< .05) than 

males (i = 70.7 pbm). Compared to base levels males 

increased mean HR by approximately 1 bpm whereas females 

increased HR by 5.2 bpm, a finding partially compatible 

with Surwit et al's (1976) results suggesting employment 

of differential sex based physiological mechanisms 

in the attempt to warm hands. It will be interesting 

to observe whether control group differences in lability 

are manifest in the experimental trials. 

Base Level - Control Period Analyses:  There 

was no evidence of pre-existing physiological self-regulation 

ability, nor did the compound CS elicit responses signif-

icantly different to base level variability. Student's 

t-tests for correlated samples were performed between 
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control and pre-experimental baseline periods for internal 

and external LOC groups on BV, skin temperature and 

HR data. No significant differences at the .05 probability 

level were obtained. Similar comparisons were conducted 

between operant and classical conditions. Apart from 

a significant HR increase (t (19) = 3.58, p<:.01) from 

a mean of 76 bpm in the operant baseline period to a 

mean of 80.9 bpm in the control period, no significant 

differences were indicated. These findings suggest, 

with the exception of the operant HR result, that subjects 

presented with comparable autonomic self control incapability, 

and that the CS did not exert a significant influence 

prior to pairing with the UCS. 

Comment:  The main statistical implication 

of base level findings is the necessity to discount 

existing differences in response variability when analyzing 

conditioning data. An experimentally and statistically 

valid procedure is to account for a shifting baseline 

(Blankstein, Zimmerman & Egner, 1976). Hence, for each 

subject on every training trial difference scores were 

calculated by subtracting the mean response level change 

demonstrated in the pre-stimulus base period from the 

mean deviation score for the CR, UCR and corresponding 

operant periods. Surwit and Fenton (1980), among others, 

have exclusively employed similar analysis strategies. 
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5.12  Acquisition Trials Responses. A significant 

Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variance necessitated 

arctan and log transformations for BV and HR data, respectively. 

Winer (1971) recommends these transformations to produce 

normalization of data. 

As noted in the method the scoring procedure 

positively valued mean vasodilation and negatively valued 

mean vasoconstriction response deviations. Thus, ipso 

facto evidence of correct vasomotor (i.e. dilation) 

responding is provided via observation of mean response 

direction. This evidence rationale is strengthened 

by the conservativism of the scoring technique due to 

the fact that vasomotor responding is bidirectional 

and artifactual responses such as the CR result only 

in vasoconstriction. 

Table 1: 
 

Mean Operant and Classical CS and UCS 

Period Vasodilative BV Response Change 

Scores (Arctan Transformed) 

CS 
1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

Operant 0.326 0.311 0.433 0.471 0.185 

Classical 0.569 0.592 0.693 0.566 0.633 

UCS 
Operant 0.299 0.047 0.316 0.220 0.076 

Classical -0.063 0.004 0.200 0.112 0.201 
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Figure 1: Mean Operant and Classical Condition Vasodilative BV Response Change 

(Arctan Transformed) in CS and UCS Periods. 
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Table 2:  Mean LOC x Sex x Condition x Trial Blocks Vasodilative 

BV Response Change Data (Arctan Transformed) for CS 

and UCS Periods. 

CS 
1 

Trial 

2 

Blocks 

3 4 5 

Internal M 0 0.10988 -0.07670 0.14830 0.36716 -0.01440 

C 0.54628 0.49151 0.49006 0.24494 0.31398 

F 0 0.36487 0.02746 0.80258 0.40578 -0.26220 

C 0.28335 0.63928 0.84031 0.70344 0.97459 

External M 0 0.57585 0.68223 0.40455 0.49926 0.54092 

C 0.68336 0.52496 0.58951 0.65915 0.65754 

F 0 0.25563 0.61310 0.37981 0.61445 0.47924 

C 0.76392 0.71373 0.85447 0.65694 0.58877 

UCS 

Internal M 0 0.16588 -0.60950 -0.18227 -0.24226 -0.18267 

C -0.02674 -0.24551 -0.07013 -0.24120 -0.54998 

F 0 0.25921 0.03739 0.67399 0.03785 0.13879 

C 0.01395 0.46609 0.60516 0.71051 0.87327 

External M 0 0.32104 0.16385 0.04807 0.22032 -0.08644 

C -0.05292 -0.38124 -0.01936 0.01340 0.12819 

F 0 0.45265 0.60021 0.72744 0.86780 0.43495 

C -0.18729 0.17938 0.28717 -0.03241 0.55546 

M - Male 

F - Female 

0 - Operant Condition 

C - Classical Condition 



Table 3: ANOVA Summary Table for Vasodilative BV Change Score (Arctan Transformed) Analysis in CS Period. 

SS DF MS F P 

L-LOC 2.3505349 1 2.3503489 4.0962 0.060011 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G-SEX 0.638813882 1 0.638813882 1.1132 0.307049 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 0.527896463 1 0.527896463 0.9200 0.351757 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 9.181254340 16 0.573828396 

TOTAL 1 12.698468174 19 0.668340430 

C - Condition 3.51359044 1 3.513590443 5.6056 0.030840 * 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

T-Trial  Block 0.60985972 4 0.152464931 0.8816 0.480042 

TESTED AGAINST  TS 

L  C 0.50351464 1 0.503514643 0.8033 0.383391 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  T 0.85947569 4 0.214868921 1.2425 0.301948 

TESTED AGAINST  TS 

G  C 0.23614691 1 0.236146909 0.3768 0.547974 

TESTED AGAINST CS 



Table 3: Continued 

SS OF MS F P 

G  T 0.73638176 4 0.184095440 1.0645 0.381410 

TESTED AGAINST  IS 

CT 0.63286161 4 0.158215403 1.1814 .0.327465 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 0.00934195 1 0.009341946 0.0149 0.904353 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 0.15826113 4 0.039565282 0.2288 0.921276 

TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C  T 1.66395988 4 0.415989971 3.1062 0.021224 * 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 0.39453826 4 0.098634565 0.7365 0.570503 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  GC T 1.47129236 4 0.367823091 2.7465 0.035756 * 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 29.66755217 144 0.208023658 

TOTAL 2 40.45677853 180 0.224759870 

* less than 0.05 probability level 



Table 4: ANOVA Summary Table for Vasodilation BV Change Score (Arctan Transformed) Analysis in UCS Period. 

SS DF MS F P 
L-LOC 0.984544686 1 0.984544686 0.8433 0.372084 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G-Sex 10.888211518 1 10.888211518 9.3265 0.007576 * * 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.643054610 1 0.643054610 0.5508 0.468740 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 18.679262981 16 1.167453936 

TOTAL 1 31.195073795 19 1.641845989 

C - Condition 0.51132696 1 0.511326961 0.3913 0.540458 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

T - Trial  Block 1.12799073 0.281997683 1.0480 0.389630 

TESTED AGAINST  IS 

LC 2.53185864 1 2.531858643 1.9373 0.183006 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  T 0.51583224 4 0.128958060 0.4792 0.750638 

TESTED AGAINST  IS 

GC 0.00136546 1 0.001385461 0.0010 0.974614 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 



Table 4: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
CT 2.54402631 4 0.636006577 2.3635 0.062288 

TESTED AGAINST  TS 

CT 1.23337763 4 0.308344408 1.1281 0.351191 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 0.91424768 1 0.914247683 0.6996 0.415246 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 0.10513399 4 0.026283497 0.0977 0.982840 

TESTED AGAINST  TS 

L  C  T 1.79762415 4 0.449406038 1.6443 0.174037 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 0.68612222 4 0.171530554 0.6276 0.644563 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

LGCT 0.92115901 4 0.230289752 0.8426 0.503369 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 55.62434976 144 0.386280207 

TOTAL 2 68.51441478 180 0.380635638 

** less than 0.01 probability level 
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CS and UCS Period Analyses: 

Finger Blood Volume:  Table 1 details 

mean operant and classical period BV response change 

scores (arctan transformed) over trial blocks whereas 

Table 2 presents the same data additionally categorized 

according to the LOC group and sex. Tables 3 and 4 

contain the ANOVA summaries for CS and UCS periods, 

respectively. 

Examination of positive BV response means in 

Table I (illustrated in Figure 1) confirms the CS paired 

appropriately to a functionally warm UCS and that operant 

BV responding was consistently dilated. However, ANOVA 

failed to obtain significant conditions x trials interaction 

supportive of incremental learning during the CS period 

for either classical or operant strategies (F(4,44) 

= 1.18, p>.05). Moreover, the response curves in Figure 

1 are not entirely compatible with expected performance 

functions: several features require elucidation. 

Variable operant performance, particularly during 

the latter part of the trial (UCS period), conflicts 

with the discrimination (Brener, 1974) and motor skill 

learning hypotheses. The inconsistent response pattern 

obtained is more compatible with a body of literature 

considered by Lacroix (1981) to support a two-process 
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account of autonomic self-regulation. Alternatively, 

operant performance decrement during trial block 5 in 

the CS and trial blocks 4 and 5 in the UCS period may 

be a function of participation fatigue and/or reduced 

motivation since trial block 4 marked over 60 mins experimental 

involvement. Subject reports from post-experimental 

questionnaires support this interpretation. 

Reversal of the usual CR - UCR relationship is 

the most obvious classical conditioning feature. The 

UCS elicited attenuated UCR's in comparison to CS responses, 

perhaps indicative of second-order conditioning (Holland 

& Rescorla, 1975). Figar (1975) reported that verbal 

CS can have a predominant effect upon vascular reactions 

to the extent of evoking greater conditioned vascular 

responses than real warmth. Moreover, Menzies (1941) 

demonstrated that compound light-vocal CS are particularly 

efficacious for vasomotor conditioning. This finding 

is especially pertinent to the present CS configuration 

which includes the stimulus "I am feeling warm and relaxed", 

a phrase which is already likely to have high CR potency 

or even an autogenic-like effect (Luthe & Schultz, 1969). 

Failure to observe CS potency prior to experimentation 

suggests the single trial control was inadequate. 

Figure 1 also indicates vasoconstriction in the 

first trial block of the UCS period. This observation 
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is consistent with subject adjustment reactions to the 

warm stimulus. The gradual rise of the UCR curve attests 

to the effectiveness of the UCS. However, upon examining 

sex effects it becomes apparent the UCS elicited appropriate 

vasodilation in females only (I = 0.37). Compared to 

females, males demonstrated greater vasoconstriction 

( = -0.09) (F(1,16) = 9.32, p<.01). Given the gender 

differences in initial resting temperature it is likely 

the UCS set at 43 degrees C (+2 degrees C) was inadequate 

for males who presented 3.5 degrees C warmer than females. 

Unexplainably, a similar sex differentiated pattern 

was observed in the operant trials during the UCS period, 

females ( = 0.4), males ( = -0.03), although the difference 

was not significant (F(1,144) = 0.001, p).05). This 

relationship was not observed during the CS period because 

responses were predominantly vasodilative (see Table 

2). There was no significant difference between operant 

and classical performance in the UCS period (F(1,144) 

= 0.39, p>.05). 

The critical phase for comparing operant versus 

classical conditioning strategies is the CS and corresponding 

operant period. Maximum experimental procedural parity 

is provided by this statistical comparison as there 

is no UCS to confound interpretation. It is these periods 

which are of clinical interest. A 4-way ANOVA with 
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Figure 2. Mean Condition x LOC Group Vasodilative BV Response Change (Arctan 

Transformed) for CS Period. 
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repeated measures on trials was performed on the primary 

dependent variable (BV) revealing a significant main 

effect for conditions (F(1,144) = 5.6, p<.05). In 

accordance with the principle hypothesis classical conditioning 

was more efficacious for obtaining vasodilation (1 = 0.61) 

than operant conditioning (1 = 0.34). Figure 1 CS period 

clearly illustrates the consistent superiority of the 

classical experimental strategy. LOC narrowly avoided 

significance at the .05 confidence level (F(1,16) = 4.09, 

p<.1); however, the observed trend was in the predicted 

direction. External LOC subjects indicated greater 

dilation magnitudes and thus susceptibility to conditioning 

(i = 0.58) than internally oriented subjects (7 = 0.37). 

Figure 2 indicates response relationships with 

respect to condition and LOC group over trial blocks. 

Interactional predictions were not strongly supported. 

Conditions x LOC analyses failed to achieve significance 

(F(1,44) = 0.80, p).05) although the group means were 

consistent with the hypothesized directions. External 

classical subjects were most successful in demonstrating 

vasomotor dilation (R = 0.66), followed by internal 

classical (R = 0.55), then external operant ( = 0.50), 

with internal operant subjects being least successful 

= 0.18). However, a significant LOC x Condition 

x Trials interaction was obtained (F(4,44) = 3.1, p<.05). 
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As Figure 2 illustrates, this interaction is too complex 

to justify interpretation. 

Skin Temperature:  No significant main 

effects were obtained for skin temperature for either 

CS or UCS and corresponding operant periods. (See Tables 

El, E3, E5 & E7 in Appendix E for CS and UCS data and 

ANOVA summary tables, respectively.) 

Heart Rate:  Analyses failed to obtain 

significant main effects for CS or UCS and corresponding 

operant periods. (Consult Tables El, E4, E5 & E8 in 

Appendix E for respective data and ANOVA summaries.) 

However, a significant LOC x Trials interaction was 

obtained for unconditioned responding (F(4,44) = 2.74, p<;.05). 

In absolute values internal LOC HR decreased from 79.9 bpm 

to 78.9 bpm from trial block 1 to trial block 5 in the 

UCS period while external LOC subjects progressively 

decreased HR from 74.2 bpm to 70.8 bpm over the same 

period trials. This pattern of apparently differential 

within-session LOC HR reaction was reflected in the 

CR period although not to a significant level (F(4,144) 

= 2.24, p)>.05). The only other significant interaction 

obtained was LOC x Sex x Condition (F(1,144) = 4.98, 

p(.05). Using absolute values again, in both conditions 

and LOC groups male HR was less than female (operant 

external 64.2 versus 76.8 bpm, classical external 66.5 

bpm versus 77.7 bpm, operant internal 70.9 versus 84.6 bpm 
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Table 5: 
 

Mean LOC x Sex x Condition x Trial Blocks 

BV Response Change Data (Arctan Transformed) 

for Transfer Period. 

1 2 

 

Trial  Blocks 

 

3  4  5 

I  M 0 0.46789 0.00304 -0.70535 0.09889  -0.42182 

C 0.21308 0.49212 0.30123 -  -0.86309  0.16883 

0 -0.29569 -0.38475 0.51615 0.26740  -0.10455 

C -0.37882 0.73492 0.21452 0.78092  0.68891 

0 0.08553 -0.43176 0.04386 0.03380  0.14802 

C 0.84292 0.13432 0.54931 0.40653  0.52709 

F 0 -0.03067 0.25686 0.35188 1.22499  0.15420 

C 0.06484 0.57128 0.30825 0.58102  0.64571 

I - Internal  LOC M - Male 0 - Operant Condition 

E - External  LOC F - Female C - Classical  Conditioning 
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Figure 3. Mean Condition x LOC Group BV Response Change (Arctan Transformed) for CS and Transfer Periods 
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and classical internal 73.9 versus 81.9 bpm) and classical 

HR was greater than operant HR for both sexes and personalities 

except for female internal LOC subjects. 

Finally, correlational analyses revealed significant 

positive relationships between HR and BV (r = 0.54, 

p(.05) in the CS period of the operant trials and between 

HR and temperature in the classical CS period (r = 0.57, 

p(.01). Due to complete lack of correlational indication 

no further analyses were conducted on EPI and dependent 

physiological measures. 

5.13  Transfer Trials. Table 5 presents mean transfer 

period BV response change data (arctan transformed) 

categorized according to LOC, sex and condition over 

trial blocks while Figure 3 illustrates mean condition 

x LOC group BV response change (arctan transformed) 

for CS and transfer periods. 

Observation of positive BV mean transfer change 

score data in Table 5 provides ipso facto evidence of 

successful generalization of learning for all groups 

except the internal operant subjects whose mean change 

score indicated vasoconstriction ( = -0.05) in comparison 

to external operant subjects (I< = 0.18), internal classical 

= 0.23) and external classical subjects CR' = 0.46). 
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A 4-way ANOVA with repeated measures on trials achieved 

trends similar to the group patterning evident in the 

CS period of the experimental trial. However, results 

did not indicate significant differences at the .05 

level of confidence between LOC groups (F(1,16) = 3.22, 

p<.1) or conditions (F(1,144) = 3.66, p(.1) (see Table 

F2, Appendix F). A significant sex x trials interaction 

was found (F(4,144) = 3.69, p(.01) with males indicating 

response change decrement over trials and females demonstrating 

progressive response change increment. No other significant 

findings were obtained for BV or either of the secondary 

dependent measures (consult Tables F3 & F4, Appendix 

F, for skin temperature and HR ANOVA summaries). 

BV response change analyses were also conducted 

between transfer and experimental CS trials. A Student's 

t-test for correlated samples did not indicate significant 

differences for either internal or external LOC groups. 

A further Student's t-test for related samples, however, 

indicated significantly greater CS response change magnitudes 

in both operant (t(19) = 3.22, p(.01) and classical 

(t(19) = 3.58, p4(.01) conditions. These findings reveal 

diminution of response generalization during transfer 

trials (illustrated in Figure 3) which is to be expected 

in a single session conditioning regimen. Figure 3 

compares mean LOC group x condition transfer performance 

over trial blocks to CS period responding. In both 
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graphs, the predicted superiority of the external classical 

group is clearly indicated. 

5.2 Questionnaire Data 

LOC did not emerge as an important variable in 

questionnaire analysis. Neither did E-I seem to be 

a relevant factor in terms of use of mental imagery 

as proposed by Gralton et al (1979). Analysis by sex 

also proved ambivalent apart from the subordinate finding 

that only males employed erotic cognitive strategies. 

Conversely, consideration of experimental conditions 

revealed several interesting and significant areas of 

phenomenological agreement. Conclusions reported below 

were obtained from statistical analyses of categorical 

variables detailed by the 3 post experimental session 

questionnaires. 

5.21  Post Experimental Questionnaire. A 2x 2 

. 
ch

2
i  analysis performed on LOC groups indicated no 

differential preference for experimental condition 

(v, 2 	
0, df 1, p>.05). Subjects in total similarly 

showed no preference (e = 0.18, df 1, p>.05), although 
most (65%) favoured the biofeedback session. When asked 

why, the most consistent response (54% of subjects affirming 

biofeedback) was that the response feedback meter involved 
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one or more of the following: a challenge, visual feedback 

of progress and intellectual stimulation. However, 

both groups considered classical conditioning was more 

helpful in increasing hand warmth (e = 12.8, df 1, p<;.01). 

Subjects' opinions and recommendations for the total 

experiment were similar across groups. Main themes 

communicated involved positive experiences and logistical 

improvements. Subjects answering this query (70%) opined 

that participation was either interesting, informative, 

enjoyable or not very demanding, while recommendations 

included decreasing length of experimental sessions, 

improving ventilation to prevent drowsiness and changing 

masking music to maintain alertness. No negative 

experiences were evidenced. 

There was no report of active problem solving by 

subjects during the experiments (Orne, 1962), probably 

because response-specific instructions were provided 

in the context of the purpose of the study together 

with detailed answers to questions. Both features apparently 

contributed to a high degree of subject awareness and/or 

compliance. 

5.22  Biofeedback Questionnaire. Most subject's 

thought the movement of the meter to the right (indicating 
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vasodilation) was associated with physical feelings 

CK
2 

= 5, df 1, p ( .05) ; no group differences were indicated 

(K
2 = 2.66, df 1, p>.05). Body parts reported involved 

were: arms (8 subjects), face (6), chest (4), back (3), 

neck (2), torso (2), legs (2) and heart (1). Subjects 

generally detailed involvement of more than one body 

part, e.g. face and arms, chest and neck. 

Significantly, subjects sensing physical feelings 

concomitant with vasodilation attempted to use the relevant 

body part(s) to influence the meter toward the required 

direction (X2  = 11.6, df 1, p4;.01). This was achieved 

mainly through ideation concerning exposure of the body 

part to heat (5 subjects), by imagining, for example, 

the sun's warmth on the back or standing in front of 

a heater. Two subjects concentrated on sensations 

(unspecified) felt in the body part, 2 directed the 

physical feelings (warmth) toward the meter and one 

subject concentrated on relaxation. Contrary to specific 

experimental instructions 2 subjects utilized muscular 

strategies in specific body areas. One tensed the torso 

and the other attempted to manipulate head muscles. 

With regard to movements of the meter to the 

left neither group (X 2  = 0.06, df 1, p).05) nor total 

subject analysis evidenced statistically significant 

levels of disagreement (in the former) or agreement 
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(in the latter) in reporting physical feelings associated 

with vasoconstriction. Eight subjects affirmed that 

physical feelings, in particular, sensations (unspecified) 

about the head and chest were related to vasoconstriction; 

the remaining 11 subjects were not aware of any such 

feelings. Five of the 8 positive respondants revealed 

they attempted to use the detailed body part to reorient 

direction of the meter, mainly by relaxing the sensitized 

body area. 

There was no difference between groups reporting 

thoughts, feelings, fantasies, images or ideas associated 

with movement of the meter ("X
! 	

0.29, df 1, p>.05); 

subjects in general confirmed that cognitions were evident 

in association with meter movement CX.
2 

= 12.8, df 1, 

P 4:.01). Cognitions concomitant with vasodilation were 

similar for both groups and can be divided into 3 principle 

categories: images relating directly to warmth (13 subjects), 

ideas relating to sex (4) and thoughts concerning 

relaxation (3). Interestingly, although most subjects 

employed cognitions relating to warmth the specific 

image content described by 6 subjects was more consistent 

with vasoconstrictive responses, i.e. involving extreme 

heat such as fire and burning of flesh. 

Responses describing cognitions coincident with 
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vasoconstriction were also similar across groups, and 

can be incorporated into 2 classes: one consisting of 

the above 3 vasodilation categories, the images of which 

were not consistently successful (8 subjects), and the 

other involving extraneous thoughts specifically described 

by subjects as being associated with lapses in concentration 

(6). 

When asked whether they attempted to deliberately 

use any thoughts to influence the direction of the meter 

both groups replied in the affirmative Ce = 16.2, df 1, 
p<.01). Specific cognitions employed were the same 

as those reported in association with 'vasodilation responses. 

The majority of subjects (16) considered the way in 

which they used their thoughts to be helpful for increasing 

vasodilation (e = 7.2, df 1, p4(.01). 

Contrary to expectations generated from pilot 

testing, subjects from both groups considered the meter 

to be distracting at least some of the time Ce = 5, df 1, p(.05). 

However, qualifying reasons indicated the dissatisfaction 

expressed was not directed toward the particular meter 

per se; rather, criticism was aimed at characteristics 

fundamental to analogue displays in general. For example, 

it was reported that response information ruined 

concentration (8 subjects), particularly if response 

feedback was interpreted as being negative, i.e. vaso- 
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constriction (6). 

Subjects (2) also registered feelings of confusion 

in relation to differential meter movement emitted by 

similar thoughts at different times. This apparently 

disparate relationship caused one subject to feel he 

was being manipulated by the experimenter. Another 

subject indicated difficulty in correlating meter movement 

with ongoing cognitions. The overriding reason, however, 

implied discouragement with negatively percieved feedback, 

which, considering BV response characteristics, was 

variably reinforced. 

Opinions and recommendations solicited from subjects 

indicated that the majority answering (12) felt the 

biofeedback session to be interesting; some proposed 

shorter experimental periods (4) and louder music. 

Both suggestions related to difficulties experienced 

in maintaining alertness. 

5.23  Classical Conditioning Questionnaire. 

In line with experimental procedure all subjects experienced 

a temperature differential when the UCS was applied; 

16 subjects felt the temperature change very distinctly 

and 4 felt it distinctly. Notably, although UCS was 

maintained as a constant intensity of 43 degrees C (+2 

degrees C) during all trials, 65% of subjects thought 
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temperature varied throughout the experiment. Subjective 

perceptions ranged from maintaining the thermal stimulator 

progressively increased in warmth (7) to thinking it 

became cooler toward the end of the session (4); 2 subjects 

could not qualify experienced temperature change beyond 

detailing that some fluctuation was noticed. 

Subjects in total experienced physical feelings 

during the CS period re = 5, df 1, p4;.05). Specifically 

most subjects reported feeling hand temperature increase 

(10), 3 subjects indicated orienting reactions and 2 

reported an increase in tension and respiration, probably 

associated with an orienting response. No group differences 

were evidenced. 

Cognitions coincident with CS onset were expressed 

by the majority of subjects (le = 5, df 1, p4;.05). 

Ideation content in both groups was similar to that 

reportedly experienced during biofeedback trials, viz. 

thoughts concerning warmth (6), particularly imagery 

relating to the sun, described by 4 subjects as emanating 

from a direct association to the CS light; thoughts 

depicting relaxation (7), and erotica (1). However, 

cognitions during the CS period were not the same throughout 

the experiment: the response trend indicated an increase 

in thoughts concerning relaxation toward the end of 

the session, probably paralleling physical feelings. 
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Most subjects (12) did not consider the CS light 

distracting; the main complaints expressed by the remainder (8) 

concerned mild annoyance at being startled (6) and at 

the persistence of after-images (2). Apart from finding - 

classical conditioning interesting, subjects again indicated 

participation time was too long. Moreover, 2 subjects 

suggested the sound accompanying CS onset be made inaudible 

and I felt UCS temperature "increase" was painful. 

5.24  EPQ, Gender and Questionnaire. A median 

split on numbers relegated subjects scoring greater 

than or equal to 15 (i = 18) and less than or equal 

to 14 (R = 12) on the extraversion subscale of the EPQ 

to extraversion and introversion groups, respectively. 

Initial analyses were conducted on responses concerning 

images or ideas associated with biofeedback and classical 

conditioning trials to examine Gralton et al's (1979) 

contention that introverts experience more vivid mental 

imagery. 

Contrary to predictions no group differences 

were indicated in reporting imagery concurrent with 

biofeedback CX.
2 

= 0.06, df 1, p >.05) or CS periods 

(%2 
= 0, df 1, p>.05): as indicated previously, all 

subjects in both conditions reported experiencing certain 

images. More importantly, the qualitative content of 
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images described did not appear to vary between groups 

or conditions with respect to vividness, determined 

by the number, clarity and cohesiveness of adjectives 

employed; all subjects referred with similar intensity 

of imagery to the principle categories of warmth, relaxation 

and eroticism. 

Subsequent analyses were conducted on all questionnaire 

responses. However, no differences relating to extraversion-

introversion were obtained. It would seem extraversion, 

like LOC, is not implicated in phenomenological disagreement 

either within- or between-experimental conditions; nor 

does it appear to be an important discriminator of imagery 

differentiation. 

Finally, male and female responses were independently 

analysed in view of differences in presenting temperature. 

Since female peripheral temperature measured significantly 

lower it was considered prudent to examine whether this 

gender variation was manifest in image content of cognitive 

strategies. 

With one exception no thematic differences emerged 

from either biofeedback or CS periods. Interestingly, 

reports detailing eroticism as a component of cognitive 

strategy in biofeedback (4 subjects) or image associated 

with CS onset (1) all emanated from male subjects. 
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Insofar as erotic thoughts correlate with vasodilation 

(see Appendix A) this minor observation may be potentially 

significant, particularly for biofeedback control. 

No other gender based responses were found in the 

questionnaires. 

5.3  Summary 

The main points of the results are as follows: 

HR analyses indicated experimental groups did not differ 

appreciably in habituation to the laboratory environment. 

Control period findings suggested that subjects presented 

with comparable BV self-control incapability and that 

the CS did not exert a significant influence prior to 

pairing with the UCS. This latter finding, however, 

was questioned in later analyses which indicated CS 

potency at the onset of conditioning. 

BV and skin temperature variability between groups, 

conditions and sex in the pre-experimental baseline 

necessitated employment of change scores which were 

calculated from a pre-stimulus shifting baseline. Analyses 

conducted on the CS and corresponding operant period 

revealed support for the primary hypotheses predicting 

• significantly larger BV vasodilation response magnitudes 

using classical procedures. The secondary hypothesis 

predicting overall greater BV vasodilation response 



magnitudes by external LOC subjects was not confirmed 

at the generally accepted level of significance; however, 

the trend was in the predicted direction. 

Similarly, interactional predictions were not 

supported although group x condition BV means were consistent 

with the hypothesized directions in all cases. Correlational 

confirmation of the hypothesis predicting a negative 

relationship between the E-I score and vasodilation 

magnitude (reflecting conditioning performance) was 

not obtained. No significant results were found for 

any of the secondary dependent variables, suggesting 

lagged temperature responses and support for the stimulus 

response specificity hypothesis in the case of HR. 

Transfer data replicated the trends observed in the 

CS period, albeit with diminished response magnitude. 

Questionnaire responses indicated that although 

65% of subjects preferred the biofeedback procedure 

both groups considered classical conditioning was more 

helpful for increasing hand warmth; however, this may 

simply suggest an expectancy which may have contributed 

to the superiority of the classical procedure. Neither 

LOC or E-I emerged as important variables in questionnaire 

analysis. 



CHAPTER 	6 



Discussion 

The results of the experiment support the hypothesis 

that classical operations obtain significantly larger 

BV vasodilation response magnitudes than operant procedures. 

It would appear that an appropriate CS-UCS combination 

imposed upon a relatively passive subject is more successful 

for obtaining autonomic response modification in the 

short term than instrumental methodologies requiring 

voluntary action. Analysis revealed several features 

which may provide a further explanation of apparent 

classical efficacy. 

The classical operation may have been enhanced 

by the phenomenon of second order conditioning. This 

occurs when an excitory CS such as the verbal component 

of the present CS complex is associated with a second, 

neutral CS such as the present light stimulus. According 

to Pavlov, as translated by Myshne (Platonov, 1959): 

Owing to the entire preceding life of the human 

adult a word is connected with all the external 

and internal stimuli coming to the cerebral 

hemispheres, signals all of them, replaces all 

of them and can, therefore, evoke all the actions 

and reactions of the organism which these stimuli 

produce. (Platonov, 1959, p. 6) 

Fig. I clearly illustrates the presenting potency of 

the compound CS. In effect, the respondent curve suggests 

that CR magnitude was bolstered by 2 UCS's - an excitory 
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verbal UCS and a warm thermal UCS. 

Cognitive variables may also have contributed 

to conditional response superiority. Questionnaire 

analyses indicated that cognitions coincident with CS 

onset were expressed by the majority of subjects. 

Moreover, the reported ideation content of images in 

both groups was similar to that experienced during biofeedback 

trials. The structure of the questionnaire, however, 

did not facilitate interpretation concerning deliberate 

manipulation of images. Therefore, the possibility 

remains that subject cognitions were confounded with 

experimental procedures. 

The significant positive correlation obtained 

between BV and HR in the CS period of the operant trials 

suggests a further explanation for the relatively superior 

classical performance. HR increase is not a concomitant 

of the sympathetic relaxation that is required for effective 

peripheral vasomotor dilation. Accelerated HR was probably 

a function of subject explorations for relevant self-

control strategies. This does not mean that the results 

support a motor skills theory. The response curve 

illustrated in Fig. 1 is not representative of typical 

learning functions. Nor is there any indication of 

increased specificity or control over training trials. 

The limited theoretical •conclusion permissable by the 
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results achieved with the present biofeedback procedure 

is that the findings are supportive of Lacroix's (1981) 

criticisms of Brener's (1974) afferent discrimination 

and response image formulation hypothesis, despite 

questionnaire affirmations to the contrary. 

Since subjects were given response specific instructions 

and provided with examples of thermal imagery, experimental 

demand characteristics may have been responsible for 

the positive subject reports concerning utilization 

of certain cognitions, particularly as parts of the . 

questionnaire format were predisposed toward Brener's 

theory. An alternative explanation is that the subjects 

did indeed employ cognitive strategies, albeit inconsistently, 

and with apparently varying degrees of motivation and 

alertness. It is debatable, of course, whether a meaningful 

theoretical interpretation can be derived from a single-

session learning experiment. A multiple session study 

would provide a more solid basis for conceptual explanation. 

Individual differences hypotheses did not obtain 

strong experimental support. External LOC subjects 

generally tended to demonstrate larger vasodilation 

response magnitudes than internal LOC individuals. 

Group x Condition blood volume means were consistent 

with the hypothesized directions in all cases. Presumably, 

a multi-session experiment would enhance the obtained 
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differences. This would seem to be a necessary precaution 

if one is to avoid making premature relationship statements, 

particularly in view of Gatchel's (1975) HR control 

results showing internal-external LOC performance coalition 

with extended training. 

There was no support for the hypothesis predicting 

a negative correlation between EPI CE-scale) score and 

BV vasodilation magnitude. This lack of relationship 

supports findings achieved by Carlton (1973) which failed 

. to confirm the EPI as a prognostic index of subject 

control of digital temperature increase. The utility 

of Eysenckian formulations in cutaneous vasomotor biofeedback 

investigations is further questioned in the post-experimental 

analysis. •Introverts did not appear to experience more 

vivid mental imagery (Gralton et al, 1979) as reported 

in the questionnaire. Consequently, there are no personality 

implications in the present experiment for response 

image accounts of biofeedback learning. Transfer trial 

results replicated the group trends observed in the 

experimental CS period, although with diminished response 

magnitudes. Again, increased training over a distribution 

of sessions would presumably enhance the obtained response 

generalization. 

Several of the ancillary findings deserve comment. 

The significant LOC x Sex BV lability finding achieved 
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in the control trial was not, contrary to Guglielmi 

et al's (1981) results, manifest in the experimental 

CS period. However, significant differences obtained 

between LOC groups in initial resting BV were maintained 

at the 0.1 confidence level in the experimental trial. 

External LOC subjects exhibited greater vasodilation 

magnitudes than internal LOC subjects even when the 

pre-stimulus baselines were taken into account. Insofar 

as resting BV variability represents an indication of 

response lability, these results would seem to tentatively 

support Guglielmi et al's conclusions. 

The apparently disparate relationship between 

BV and peripheral temperature in the present experiment 

supports a research conclusion by Fetcher, Hall and 

Shaub (1949) - (see Appendix A) which maintains that it 

is invalid to assume a linear relationship between skin 

temperature and surface blood flow unless there is a 

significant differential (e.g. 7 degrees C) between 

ambient temperature and the part being measured. This 

temperature differential was not evident in the present 

investigation and may have contributed to the thermal 

lag which was observed to follow the time-locked scoring 

periods at varying intervals. These response changes 

were not considered as it would have been questionable 

to infer that they reflected experimental or subject 
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manoeuvres 

Sex differences observed in the pre-experimental 

baseline and control periods are consistent with findings 

obtained by Boudewyns (1976) and Livesey and Kirk (1953). 

The significantly cooler peripheral temperature evidenced 

by female subjects confirmed the desirability for controlling - 

for gender effects. Despite the preconditioning differences 

neither gender was significantly advantaged in experimental 

CS trials. 

There was some evidence that females utilize 

different physiological mechanisms than males in the 

attempt to warm hands. During the operant control period 

female HR accelerated by 5.2 bpms in comparison to base 

level responding: male HR only increased approximately 

1 bpm. Female subjects in Surwit et al's (1976) study 

responded in a similar way during biofeedback trials. 

Correlational analyses in the present study, however, 

did not confirm this relationship in the experimental 

CS period. Whilst it is still too early to speculate 

on the significance of this finding, it is possible 

to rule out the influence of initial values since presenting 

female HR was 10.1 bpms higher than the resting level 

recorded for males. 

A number of methodological improvements were 
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suggested by the present investigation. For example, 

it is unlikely that the single trial control period 

adequately assessed physiological reactions to no-feedback 

and CS only conditions. The inability of the control 

period to detect the apparent potency of the compound 

CS (see Fig. 1, trial block 1) suggests that a longer 

control trial, perhaps even extending to an entire session, 

should have been employed. With respect to experimental 

conditions, a counterbalanced operant-classical presentation 

would have complimented the existing procedure and enhanced 

design validity. 

The gender differentiated reactions to the warm 

thermal UCS seem to indicate that thermal intensity 

should be varied according to sex of subject. However, 

this finding needs to be replicated before any firm 

suggestion can be made concerning parametric research 

to determine respective optimal UCS intensities. 

Decreasing the length of experimental sessions 

was the most frequent design recommendation suggested 

by subjects. It would appear that the average participation 

time of one and a half hours in the present study was 

too long for some of the subjects. The solution to 

this problem, however, presents a dilemma to researchers 

wishing to provide sufficient experimental trials to 

facilitate response acquisition while allowing for adequate 
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pre-session habituation. Since inadequate physiological 

stabilization can jeopardize experimental interpretation, 

it would seem that the trials may have to be distributed 

in a multi-session format in order to obviate subject 

fatigue. 

The results of the experiment suggest clinicians 

should seriously consider employing respondent technology 

in conditioning treatments of peripheral vascular disorders. 

A number of future research proposals along these lines 

are implied. The most immediate concern would be to 

confirm the obtained finding and investigate comparative 

efficacy of classical procedures for obtaining cutaneous 

vasoconstriction. Although the conditional constriction 

response is clinically limited it is useful for treatment 

of habitual blushing and profuse sweating resulting 

from sympathectomy. 

Investigations of respective response extinction 

rates, particularly with clinical samples, is necessary 

to determine the long term efficacy of the classical 

strategy. In particular, future clinically oriented 

studies should investigate the proficiency of subject 

emitted and administered CS as these provide a degree 

of voluntary response control. Finally, it is suggested 

that future investigations explore the efficacy of a 
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• respondent-operant overlap design relative to an 

exclusively biofeedback procedure. In view of subjects' 

preference for biofeedback as opposed to the apparent 

superiority of the classical strategy, the mixed design 

would seem to be a particularly interesting research 

option to investigate. 
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APPENDIX A 

Psychophysiology of the Peripheral Vascular Response 

The following review will attempt to evaluate, 

critically in part, the literature concerning some of 

the salient issues relating to the peripheral vascular 

response. To implement this aim, the first section 

of the paper will deal with physiological aspects, including 

neural control mechanisms, external factors influencing 

the vasomotor response, and the nature of the relationship 

between skin temperature and blood flow. An outline 

of the main directions of research interest together 

with an overview of some of the clinical applications 

will conclude this section. This will be followed by 

a consideration of certain measurement techniques and 

associated problems; specifically, those concerning 

thermometric and plethysmographic procedures. 

Peripheral circulation serves to transport nutrients 

and facilitate conduction of heat to the surface where 

it can be removed as required (Guyton, 1971). The two 

most significant peripheral vascular structures are 

the extensive subcutaneous venous plexus, primarily 

responsible for heating the skin, and the arteriovenous 

anastomoses, coiled channels which directly connect 

arterioles and venules in the dermis, and which are 
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particularly prevalent at the ends of the digits (Plutchik, 

1956). King and Montgomery's (1980) review concludes 

that the main function of the arteriovenous anastomoses 

is to control blood flow (and hence skin temperature) 

by either constriction which reduces blood flow into 

the venous plexus, or dilation which achieves the reverse 

effect.  (N.B. Since capillary action has negligable 

effect on blood volume, the terms vasodilation and vasocon-

striction refer strictly to arterial processes.) Controlling 

mechanisms range from reflex influences initiated by 

temperature receptors to central nervous system (CNS) 

regulation. No metabolic control is implicated, although 

certain metabolites are influential. 

Neural responsibility for peripheral vasomotor 

innervation is maintained by the sympathetic nervous 

system (SNS). The general physiological principle of 

reciprocal innervation is not relevant to cutaneous 

vascular structures; consequently, there is no significant 

parasympathetic nervous system influence (Barcroft, 

1960). Although the precise SNS mechanism is unknown, 

evidence suggests that vasomotor control is achieved 

via sympathetic vasoconstrictor innervation (Barcroft, 

1960), thought to be triggered by specific cholinesterases 

and acetylcholine (Detweiler, 1973). 

The presence of sympathetic (cholinergic) vasodilator 
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nerves in humans has not been substantiated. Neither 

have infrahuman investigations (e.g. Uvnas, 1966) reported 

such functioning in the muscles of certain animals, 

for example, primates, rabbits, hares and badgers. 

Earlier reports on feline and canine species (Uvnas, 

1966), however, were affirmatory. Consistent with the 

above research, a nervous origin is not postulated to 

explain reflex vasodilation. Experimentation by Goetz 

and Ames (1949) found that it was the return of heated 

blood, after acting on the thermosensitive centre in 

the hypothalamus, which was primarily responsible for 

temperature increases in the opposite hand. 

Chemical influences exerted upon vasomotor structures 

are generally of two types: metabolic and hormonal. 

According to Barron (Plutchik, 1956) the former is 

represented by carbon dioxide and hydrogen, increases 

of which cause dilation, and oxygen and hydroxyl ions, 

increases of which produce constriction. Hormones similarly 

exert bi-directional influences, e.g., epinephrine, 

sympathin, pituitrin, and renin are considered vasocon-

strictors, whereas histamine is regarded as a vasodilator 

(Plutchik, 1956). 

The major CNS mechanisms overseeing temperature 

regulation are located in the hypothalamus, which functions 

as a kind of physiological thermostat. Two different 

types of temperature sensitive cells located in the 
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anterior and posterior portions seem to be significant. 

Vasodilation and subsequent heat dissipation is managed 

by the anterior hypothalamus, while heat conservation 

is directed by the posterior hypothalamus (Plutchik, 

1956). 

Apart from internal physiological controllers, 

numerous external factors also influence skin temperature. 

According to Dubois (1949) the main variables can be 

grouped in terms of their heat producing or heat diminishing 

properties. Factors considered heat producing include: 

exercise, muscle tension, high basal metabolic rate, 

and increased food intake; while those contributing 

to heat loss include, sweating, panting, increased skin 

circulation, decreased clothing, greater radiating surface 

and air movements, and increase in the temperature gradient 

between the skin and the environment. With regard to 

the latter factor, reports indicate that an ambient 

temperature range between 20 degrees to 26 degrees C 

is not influential upon the relationship between the 

oscillometric index and skin temperature (Rinzler, Travel] 

& Cevin, 1944); nor does the manner of subject attire 

significantly affect the vasodilatory response at temperatures 

of 16 degrees C and 20 degrees C. The conclusion from 

these studies is that normal clothing and room temperature 

under relatively constant conditions does not seem to 

have a discernable effect on skin temperature variability. 
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A more problematic concern is the nature of the 

relationship between peripheral temperature and blood 

flow. Many researchers have utilized skin temperature 

variations as an index of surface blood flow (Bell, 

Davison & Emslie-Smith, 1972; Ryon, 1973) on the assumption 

that there is a linear relationship. However, reports 

suggest this assumption is invalid unless there is a 

significant differential (e.g. 7 degrees C) between 

ambient temperature and the part being measured (Fletcher, 

Hall & Shaub, 1949). Unless this condition is satisfied, 

there is no constant relation between peripheral blood 

flow and skin temperature change, apparently due to 

the variable behaviour of the capillaries (Grant & Bland, 

1929), and the presence or absence of anastomoses. 

The main implication of this evidence is that it is 

unsafe to assume skin temperature indexes cutaneous 

vasomotor activity unless actual blood flow is recorded. 

An associated problem concerns the general finding 

that skin temperature change follows vasomotor change 

with a time lag of approximately 20-30 seconds, depending 

upon the level of average blood flow (Burton, 1941). 

However, with finger recordings "thermal lag" is comparatively 

minimal since there are great numbers of ateriovenous 

anastomoses which bring about large and relatively quick 

changes in the amount and distribution of blood flow 
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(Guyton, 1971; Keele & Neil, 1973). The comparative 

sensitivity of the digits to the effects of stimulation 

make them the preferred site of recording temperatures 

in experimental studies. Nevertheless, in so far as 

peripheral vascular self-regulation is concerned, it 

is probably more efficacious to feed back the most immediate 

response, viz., blood volume. 

This review has so far examined the role of temperature 

regulating mechanisms such as the hypothalamus and SNS, 

and the influence of external factors on skin temperature 

variation. There are also a number of influential "internal" 

factors apart from the various chemicals already mentioned. 

Posture, for example, has been identified as having 

an effect: skin temperature decrease, reduced finger 

blood volume and an increase in the amplitude of the 

pulse volume with a lessening or absence of the dicrotic 

notch normally results with elevation of the limb (Goetz, 

1950; Sheard, Williams & Horton, 1941), indicating that 

rate of venous drainage is influential in determining 

skin temperature. Lowering the limb or part under measurement 

generally elicits converse changes. Notably, in neither 

circumstance is actual blood flow significantly affected 

(Ackner, 1956). However, if limb position is maintained 

at heart level with no variations in venous pressure, 

there is a high correlation between finger pulse amplitude 

and peripheral blood flow (Melrose, Lynn, Rainbow & 

Wherrell, 1954).  In fact, under these conditions pulse 
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amplitude can be safely employed as a direct index of 

variations in the vasomotor tone of the skin arterioles 

(Ackner, 1956). Unfortunately, few studies have specified 

limb position despite the critical influence of this 

variable. Other factors contributing to vasoconstriction, 

apart from limb elevation, include: deep inspiration 

(Bolton, Carmichael & Sturup, 1936); a wide variety 

of mildly unpleasant stimuli (Greenfield, 1963); and 

bladder distension (Guttman & Whitteridge, 1947). 

Striking sex differences have also been reported 

(e.g. Boudewyns, 1976; Livesey & Kirk, 1953). Generally, 

females have colder hands and feet than males, supposedly 

to guarantee stable blood supplies to internal organs 

during pregnancy - a speculation maintaining evolutionary 

significance. Needless to say, all of the above factors 

require control in peripheral vascular experimentation. 

However, a further variable, sweating is not problematic 

at normal room temperatures (Gladstone, 1953), unless 

stress is evident (Frumess, 1953). 

Neither are unilateral measurements cause for 

concern: reports indicate little variation (less than 

or equal to 0.5 degrees C in 75% of observations) between 

symmetrical points on the two sides of the body (Steele 

& Kirk, 1934). This does not mean that there are no 
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between-site variations. Under standard conditions 

certain body parts (e.g. forehead, thorax, upper portions 

of arms and legs) lie within the range 32 degrees - 

35 degrees C. By comparison, the temperatures of other 

body parts are defined by a gradient; for example, the 

region from shoulder to fingers and thigh to toes, with 

the lowest temperature at the toes, falls in this category 

(Plutchik, 1956). When smaller areas are observed, 

it is apparent that cautious consideration is still 

warranted in view of studies (e.g. Grant & Bland, 1939) 

detailing that the tip of the finger is most responsive 

in terms of both initial reaction and size of response, 

followed by smaller changes at the middle dorsal surface. 

Clearly, these findings concerning site-dependent temperature 

differentials indicate limited generalizability of any 

single experiment. Researchers interpreting reports 

should be aware of the precise area being measured. 

Before outlining measurement techniques and associated 

problems, it may be useful to context the general area 

under review by detailing the main directions of research 

interest and convey the significance of potential clinical 

applications. King and Montgomery (1980) identify three 

characteristic streams of psychological research on 

the human peripheral vascular response. The first concerns 

early interest which focused on the effect of cognition 

and emotion on peripheral temperature. For example, 
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Mittelman and Wolff (1939) reported skin temperature 

decreases in response to embarrassment and depression, 

and increases in finger temperature when subjects indicated 

erotic excitement and relaxation. A series of studies 

by Graham (Graham & Kunish, 1965; Graham, Stern & Winokur, 

1958) initially found that hypnotic suggestions of psycho-

matic attitudes attributed to hives and Raynaud's disease 

sufferers resulted in hand temperature increases and 

decreases respectively: these findings were later confirmed 

for nonclinical and unhypnotized subjects. A more recent 

study by Crawford, Friesen and Tomlinson-Keasey (1977) 

revealed significant finger temperature decreases for 

subjects who discussed anxiety producing topics. It 

is generally known that cognitive activity, in particular, 

standard stressors such as mental arithmetic precipitate 

vasoconstriction. These findings suggest manipulation 

of cognitions can affect peripheral temperature. 

The second avenue of research interest was related 

to the first and led to studies on the influence of 

relaxation on cutaneous temperature. Results obtained 

by Boudewyns' (1976) investigation were typical of findings 

in this area, i.e., relaxation is associated with increases 

• in finger temperature whereas stress is more often 

associated with decreases in peripheral temperature. 

The third and most theoretically significant research 

area concerned voluntary control of skin temperature, 
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of which early studies were the precursers for biofeedback 

investigations. Luria (1969), for example, detailed 

the ability of a subject to regulate bi-lateral hand 

temperature with eidetic imagery. This finding, among 

others, confirmed a previous report by Lisina (Razran, 

1961) on the potential for controlling peripheral autonomic 

functions. Presently, it is generally conceded that 

although voluntary control of the peripheral vascular 

response is probable, demonstrations of "pure" (unmediated) 

autonomic self-regulation by human subjects are exceedingly 

difficult to achieve. 

Nevertheless, peripheral temperature as a response 

mode in operant research has been utilized for treating 

migraine, Raynaud's disease, and other vascular related 

disorders. With migraine, the most frequent application, 

the central hypothesis maintains that volitional handwarming 

(vasomotor dilation) is associated with reduced sympathetic 

outflow which interrupts the abnormal vasomotor cycle. 

Although the exact mechanism by which handwarming impedes 

the progression of migraine headache is unknown, the 

rationale for this procedure seems to depend upon the 

assumption that there will be vasoconstriction in the 

periphery prior to the onset of migraine proper, i.e., 

during the aura or prodromal stage. Through biofeedback 

training, however, the individual can learn to reinstate 

the artery (by vasodilation) to its normal calibre, 
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thus preventing the release of neurokinen and subsequent 

migraine pain. Researchers reporting success with operant 

techniques for treatment of migraine include: Boller and Flom 

(1978); Friar and Beatty (1976); and Turin and Johnson (1976). 

However, it is generally accepted that the magnitude of self-regulated 

peripheral vasodilation rarely approaches clinically significant 

levels, a criticism pertinent to both research and clinical studies. 

It is clear that more pure research is required to precisely 

delineate relevant biofeedback parameters. 

The remaining paragraphs will review some of the measurement 

techniques and issues pertinent to the assessment of the peripheral 

vascular response. Specifically, various methods of thermometry 

and plethysmography will be discussed, particularly from the 

perspective of methodological problems. As previously mentioned, 

peripheral temperature provides an indirect measure, under certain 

conditions of surface vasomotor activity. There are three primary 

thermometric devices, with varying levels of usage: ordinary mercury 

thermometers; radiometers; and thermistors and thermocouples 

(Plutchik, 1956). Extensive use of mercury thermometers has been 

generally precluded due to artifactual variability in high room 

temperature conditions. On the other hand, radiometers, which 

measure the radiation from the skin surface, have the advantage of 

not actually touching the periphery, thus avoiding artifacts 

common to contact measures. However, its widespread utilization 

is limited by application problems (Ackner, 1956), 

difficulties in handling and interpretation 
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and the necessity to immobilize the limb (Plutchik, 

1956). 

The most common instrument employed is the thermo-

couple. Thermoelectric thermometry is based on the 

finding that two dissimilar metals joined in a circuit 

by two junctions at different temperatures facilitates 

a small current flow. If one of the junctions is maintained 

at a known constant temperature, it is evident that 

the obtained electrical energy is proportional to the 

absolute temperature of the second junction. This proportion 

can then be calibrated in units of temperature. The 

aim of the measuring instrument is to reproduce the 

temperature of the contact as rapidly as possible. 

To this end, small elements are most advantageous, part-

icularly when applied by adhesive tape, a method which 

was considered to provide very consistent results without 

significant error, i.e., not greater than + 0.5 degrees 

C (McConnell & Houghton, 1922). As with most procedures, 

however, there are areas of potential concern. For 

example, adhesive tape restricts the availability of 

moisture and alters the emmissivity of the skin. Moreover, 

the temperature obtained may depend upon the pressure 

used. But if an overall consideration is made, the 

conclusion would doubtless be that the above difficulties 

are of negligible importance, for two reasons: firstly, 

frequent and irregular spontaneous fluctuations in skin 
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temperature recordings effectively absorb the relatively 

insignificant impact of introduced errors; and secondly, 

most studies are concerned with consistency rather than 

absolute accuracy of measurement. In view of these 

qualifications, utilization of thermocouple instrumentation 

appears to be the most advantageous methodology as it 

facilitates ease of application and interpretation. 

Peripheral vascular activity is also amenable 

to measurement by a variety of plethysmographic instruments. 

Briefly, plethysmography refers to a range of techniques 

which measure, or more accurately reflect, blood flow 

changes in a limb or organ (Brown, 1967). Blood flow 

is determined by 3 main factors: pressure, vessel radius 

and fluid viscosity. There are 2 basic types of observed 

variations, continuous and pulsative. The blood volume 

component refers to tonic changes, concerning variations•

over time, measurements of which relate to the amount 

of blood in the area studied. Blood volume pulse or 

pulse amplitude, however, refers to the pulsative changes 

in this volume, essentially phasic eventswhich become 

gradually attenuated as proximity to the venous side 

of the circulation is reached. 

Plethysmographic information details relative 

rather than absolute blood flow, unless the •venous occulsion 

procedure is employed. This procedure involves obstructing 
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the venous outflow and calculating blood flow from the 

volume increase per unit time (Ackner, 1956). However, 

a serious artifact was identified by Gaskell and Burton 

(1952) who found that the actual application of the 

device could stimulate, presumably in a conditional 

stimulus manner, reduced blood vessel volume - an effect 

that was accentuated in the presence of high vasomotor 

tone or increased venous pressure. Consequently, the 

procedure can no longer be accepted uncritically. Researchers 

have therefore turned to other forms of measures, the 

unobstrusiveness of some of which avoid the above problem. 

Basically, there are four main types of apparatus: 

the relatively cumbersome hydraulic and pneumatic oncometers 

which have the added disadvantages of inducing local 

vasomotor changes and restricting the subject; electrical 

impedence devices which transmit a high frequency alternating 

current and measure the changing impedence provided 

by volume variations in the interposed tissue; girth 

measurement (e.g. mercury-in-rubber strain gauge); and 

photoelectrical systems, probably the most commonly 

used and convenient technology available (Brown, 1967). 

The technical rationale for photoplethysmography 

is afforded by the finding that red and infrared radiation 

in the 7000 to 9000  A region makes living tissue 

transparent and nonhemolyzed blood relatively opaque 
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(Zijlstra, 1953). The simplest system involves shining 

a light through a digit in order to measure the amount 

of transparency, which is recorded on the other side 

of the finger. Since greater blood volume increases 

optical density, and consequently decreases transparency, 

it As a reasonably simple matter to obtain a measure 

of relative blood volume. Although direct calibration 

is impossible, a disadvantage shared with electrical 

impedence methods, researchers (e.g. Cook, 1970; Lang, 

1971; Royer, 1966) have validated the technology by 

obtaining high correlations between fluid displacement 

and photoelectrical devices in simultaneous measurements 

of volume changes. 

Certain advantages have ensured continuation 

of research interest in plethysmograms, particularly 

since the advent of sophisticated impedence and photoelectrical 

instrumentation has vastly reduced earlier logistical 

difficulties. For example, photoelectric transducers 

are relatively unsusceptible to movement artifact and 

are light and unobtrusive, features which facilitate 

ease of application. Pragmatic considerations are further 

enhanced as the response can be elicited from most body 

sites in humans of all ages; moreover, infrahuman recordings 

can be easily arranged. The plethysmogram also enjoys 

the status of being an extremely sensitive measure of 

both internally and externally induced variations, changes 
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which are relatively resistant (c.f..electrodermal and 

heart rate differences) to extinction. For researchers 

interested in autonomic functioning, plethysmographic 

responses are advantageous in so far as they reflect 

almost exclusively the activity of the sympathetic nervous 

system (Brown, 1967). Studies concerned with the important 

arousal or alerting reaction have also been facilitated. 

For example, Soviet investigators, notably Sokolov (1963) 

and Vinogradova and Sokolov (1957), have determined 

that digital vasoconstriction accompanied by forehead 

vasodilation uncompromisingly defines the orienting 

response. For these reasons, and the previous advantages 

detailed, it is apparent that plethysmographs render 

obtainment of useful information with accuracy and relative 

ease of measurement, features which distinguish superior 

research tools. 

In conclusion of this review, it is hoped that 

the reader has gleaned the following main points. Firstly, 

peripheral vasomotor control is manifested via sympathetic 

vasoconstrictor innervation acting upon arterial processes 

- SNS activation results in arterial vasoconstriction 

and skin temperature decrease, while vasodilation and 

skin temperature increase result from reduction of SNS activity; 

secondly, there is no simple relationship between skin 

temperature and blood flow unless there is a significant 

differential between ambient temperature and the part 
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being measured; thirdly the usual vasomotor response 

to negative emotions (e.g. embarrassment, depression), 

cold, novel and unpleasant stimuli, is vasoconstriction 

while vasodilation normally occurs with relaxation, 

positive emotions (e.g. erotic excitement), and warm 

stimuli; fourthly, various factors, e.g. posture, respiration, 

bladder distension, sex of subject, and environmental 

temperature have definitive influences and therefore 

require control in cutaneous vasomotor experimentation; 

fifthly, contemporary psychological research has focused 

upon operant strategies for treatment of vascular disorders; 

finally, thermocouple and photoplethysmographic instruments 

presently represent the most convenient and artifact- 

free methodology for measuring the temperature, and 

blood and pulse volume components of the peripheral 

vascular response. 
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APPENDIX B 

Measures of Individual Differences 

Bl.  Comparison Between Reid and Ware's Self-control 

Factor and Levinson's Internal Control Dimension 

It was suggested in the text that Reid and Ware's 

(1974) 8-item Self-Control Factor assessing control 

of one's impulses, desires, and emotions related more 

often and more intrinsically to sensory intake and subsequent 

self-regulation of physiological responses than Levinson's 

(1974) 8-unit Internal Control Dimension which determines 

perceived mastery over one's personal life. The respective 

factor items from both tridimensional scales are detailed 

below. 

Reid and Ware's Self Control Factor 

The following forced choice internal LOC options 

are provided: 

a) I always feel in control of what I am doing. 

b) I find that I can keep my impulses in control. 

c) . When I put my mind to it I can constrain my emotions. 

d) If they want to, people can always control their 

immediate wishes and not let these motives determine 

their total behaviour. 

e) Although sometimes it is difficult, I can always 

wilfully restrain my immediate behaviour. 
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f) It would be very difficult for me not to have mastery 

over the way I behave. 

g) Self-regulation of one's behaviour is always possible. 

h) I can always resist temptation and keep control 

of my behaviour. 

Levenson's Internal Control Factor 

The following 6-point Likert scaled items are 

provided: 

a) I am usually able to protect my personal interests. 

b) My life is determined by my actions. 

c) I can pretty much determine what will happen in 

my life. 

d) When I make plans, I am almost certain to make 

them work. 

e) When I get what I want, it's usually because I 

worked hard for it. 

Whether or not I get into a car accident depends 

mostly on how good a driver I am. 

g) How many friends I make depends on how nice a person 

I am. 

h) Whether or not I get to be a leader depends mostly 

on my ability. 
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82.  The Reid-Ware Three Factor Internal-External Scale 

. 	UNIVERSITY OF TASMNAIA 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 

Name: 

Age:  	Sex: 	 Prac. Group No: 	 

Belief Survey 

This questionnaire is a measure of personal belief: obviously there 
are no right or wrong answers. Each item consists of a pair of 
alternatives lettered (A) or (B). Please select the one statement 
of each pair (and only one) which you more strongly believe as far 
as you are concerned. Be sure to select the one you actually 
believe to be more true rather than the one you think you should 
choose or the one you would like to be true. All questionnaires 
will be treated confidentially. 

Please answer these items carefully, but do not spend too much time on 
any one item. Be sure to find an answer for every choice. Circle the 
letter of the statement (A or B) which you choose. 

In some cases you may discover that you believe both statements or 
neither one. In such cases be sure to select the one you more strongly 
believe to be the case as far as you are concerned. Also try to respond 
to each item independently when making your choice: do not be influenced 
by your previous choices. 
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1. (A) Various sports activities in the community help increase 
solidarity amongst people in the community. 

(B) Various sports activities in the community can lead to 
rivalry detrimental to the solidarity Of the community. 

2. (A) War brings out the worst aspects of men. 
(B) Although war is terrible, it can have some value. 

3. (A) There will always be wars no matter how hard people try 
to prevent them. 

(B) One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people 
do not take enough interest in politics. 

4. (A) Even when there was nothing forcing me, I have found that I 
will sometimes do things I really do not want to do. 

(B) I always feel in control of what I am doing. 

5. (A) There are institutions in our society that have considerable 
control over me. 

(B) Little in this world controls me, I usually can do what I 
decide to do. 

• 6. (A) I would like to live in a small town or a rural environment. 
(B) I would like to live in a large city. 

7. (A) For the average citizen becoming a success is a matter of 
hard work, luck has little or nothing to do with it. 

(B) For the average guy getting a good job depends mainly on 
being in the right place at the right time. 

8. (A) Patriotism demands that the citizens of a nation participate 
in any war. 

(B) To be a patriot for one's country does not necessarily mean 
he must go to war for his country. 

9. (A) In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do 
with luck. 

(B) It is not always wise for me to plan too far ahead because 
many things turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune 
anyhow. 

10. (A) Sometimes I impulsively do things which at other times I 
definitely would not let myself do. 

(B) I find that I can keep my impulses in control. 
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2. 

11. (A) In many situations what happens to people seems to be determined 
by fate. 

(B) People do not realize how much they personally determine their 
own outcomes. 

12. (A) College students should be trained in times of peace to assume 
military duties. 

(B) The ills of war are greater than any possible benefits. 

13. (A) Most people do not realize the extent to which their lives are 
controlled by accidental happenings. 

(B) For any guy, there is no such thing as luck. 

14. (A) If I put my mind to it I could have an important influence on 
what a politician does in office. 

(B) When I look at it carefully I realize it is impossible for me 
to have any really important influence over what politicians do. 

15. (A) With fate the way it is, many times I feel that I have little 
influence over the things that happen to me. 

(B) It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays 
an important role in my life. 

16. (A) When I put my mind to it I can constrain my emotions. 
(B) There are moments when I cannot subdue my emotions and keep them 

in check. 

17. (A) Every person should give some of his time for the good of his 
town or country. 

(B) People would be a lot better off if they could live far away 
from other people and never have to do anything for them. 

18. (A) As far as the affairs of our country are concerned, most people 
are the victims of forces they do not control and frequently do 
not even understand. 

(B) By taking part in political and social events the people can 
directly control much of the country's affairs. 

19. (A) People cannot always hold back their personal desires; they 
will behave out of impulse. 

(B) If they want to, people can always control their immediate 
wishes and not let these motives determine their total behaviour. 

20. (A) Many times I feel I might just as well decide what to do by 
flipping a coin. 

(B) In most cases I do not depend on luck when I decide to do 
something. 

21. (A) Our federal government should promote the mass production of 
low rental apartment buildings to reduce the housing shortage. 

(B) The best way for our government to reduce the housing shortage 
is to make low interest mortgages available and to stimulate 
the building of low cost houses. 

22. (A) I do not know why politicians make the decisions they do. 
(B) It is easy for me to understand why politicians do the things 

they do. 
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3. 

23. (A) Although sometimes it is difficult, I can always wilfully 
restrain my immediate behaviour. 

(B) Something I cannot do-is have complete mastery over all my 
behavioural tendencies. 

24. (A) In the long run people receive the respect and good outcomes 
they worked for. 

(B) Unfortunately, because of misfortune or bad luck, the 
average guy's worth often passes unrecognized no matter how 
hard he tries. 

25. (A) With enough effort people can wipe out political corruption. 
(3) It is difficult for people to have much control over the things 

politicians do in office. 

26. (A) Letting your friends down is not so bad because you cannot do 
good all the time for everybody. 

(B) I feel very bad when I have failed to finish a job I promised 
I would do. 

27. (A) By active participation in the appropriate political organizations 
people can do a lot to keep the cost of living from going higher. 

(B) There is very little people can do to keep the cost of living 
from going higher. 

28. (A) It is possible for me to behave in a manner very different from 
the way I would want to behave. 

(B) It would be very difficult for me to not have mastery over the 
way I behave. 

29. (A) In this world I am affected by social forces which I neither 
control nor understand. 

(B) It is easy for me to avoid and function independently of 
any social forces that may attempt to have control over me. 

30. (A) It hurts more to lose money than to lose a friend. 
(B) The people are the most important thing in this world of ours. 

31. (A) What people get out of life is always a function of how much 
effort they put into it. 

(B) Quite often one finds that what happens to people has no 
relation to what they do, what happens just happens. 

32. (A) Generally speaking, my behaviour is not governed by others. 
(B) My behaviour is frequently determined by other influential 

people. 

33. (A) People can and should do what they want to do both now and 
in the future. 

(B) There is no point in people planning their lives too far in 
advance because other groups of people in our society will 
invariably upset their plans. 
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34. (A) Happiness is having your own house and car. 
(B) Happiness to most people is having their own close friends. 

35. (A) There is no such thing as luck, what happens to me is a result ' 
of my own behaviour. 

(B) Sometimes I do not understand how I can have such poor luck. 

36. (A) More emphasis should be placed on teaching the principles of 
Christianity in public school. 

(B) Christianity should not be included in a school curriculum; 
it can be taught in church. 

37. (A) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are at least partly 
due to bad luck. 

(B) People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make. 

38. (A) Self-regulation of one's behaviour is always possible. 
(B) I frequently find that when certain things happen to me I cannot 

restrain my reaction. 

39. (A) The average man can have an influence in government decisions. 
(B) This world is run by a few people in power and there is not 

much the little guy can do about it. 

40. (A) When I make up my mind, I can always resist temptation and keep 
control of my behaviour. 

(B) Even if I try not to submit, I often find I cannot control myself 
from some of the enticements in life such as over-eating or drinking. 

41. (A) My getting a good job or promotion in the future will depend a lot 
on my getting the right turn of fate. 

(B) When I get.a good job, it is always a direct result of my own 
ability and/or motivation. 

42. (A) 
(B) 

43. (A) 
(B) 

44. (A) 

(B) 

Successful people are mostly honest and good. 
One should not always associate achievement with integrity and honour. 

Most people do not understand why politicians behave the way they do. 
In the long run people are responsible for bad government on a 
national as well as on a local level. 

I often realize that despite my best efforts some outcomes seem 
to happen as if fate planned it that way. 
The misfortunes and successes I have had were the direct result 
of my own behaviour. 

45. 	(A) Most people are kind and good. 
(B) People will not help others unless circumstances force them to. 
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APPENDIX C 

Post Experimental Questionnaires 

Cl.  Post Biofeedback Session Questionnaire 
UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 

POST BIOFEEDBACK SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE  

SUBJECT NAME: 

Date:   Time   

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING gUESTIONS. 

1. (a) Did the movement of the meter to the right  appear to be associated 
with any physical feelings? 

Yes El  No 0 

(b) If yes, which part/s of your body seemed to be involved? 

• (c) Did you attempt to use that part/s of your body to influence the 
direction of the meter? 

Yes 0  No 0 

(d) If yes, how or in what way/s did you try to use that part/s of 
your body? 

2. (a) Did the movement of the meter to the left appear to be associated 
with any physical feelings? 

Yes 0  No El 
(b) If yes, which part/s of your body seemed to be involved? 

(c) Did you attempt to use that part/s of your body to influence the 
direction of the meter? 

Yes El 	No LI 
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2 cont. 

(d) If yes, how or in what way/s did you try to use that part/s of 
your body? 

• 

3. (a) Were any thoughts, feelings, fantasies, images or ideas associated 
with the movement of the meter? 

Yes 1:1  No fl 
(b) If yes, describe the thoughts etc. that seemed to be associated 

with the movement of the meter to the right.  

(c) Describe the thoughts etc. that seemed to be associated with the 
movement of the meter to the left. 

(d) Did you attempt to deliberately use any thoughts etc. to 
influence the direction of the meter? 

• Yes E  No El 
(e) If yes, which thoughts etc. did you use? 

(f) Was the way/s in which you used your thoughts etc. helpful in 
influencing the meter toward the right?  

Yes 0  No D 

4. (a) Was the meter distracting? 

Yes 0  No El 
(b) If yes, in what way/s •did you consider the meter to be distracting? 



5.  Do you have any opinions of, and suggestions for improving, this 
experiment as you experienced it? 

(a) Opinions 

(b) Suggestions for improvement 
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C2.  Post Classical Conditioning Session Questionnaire 

UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 

POST CLASSICAL CONDITIONING SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE  

SUBJECT NAME: 

Date:  Time: 

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS  

1. (a) Did you seem to experience any difference in the temperature of 
the handgrip when the, bright light was on? 

Yes 0  No El 
(b) If yes, how distinctly did you experience the difference in 

temperature? 

Very Distinctly 0 Distinctly 0  Not very Distinctly 0 

2. (a) In your opinion, did the temperature of the handgrip when the 
bright light was on feel the same throughout  the experiment? 

Yes El 	No 

(b) If no, how did the temperature of the handgrip feel at the end 
of the experiment in comparison to the beginning? 

3. (a) Did you seem to experience any physical feelings when the bright 
light came on? 

Yes 0  No 0 

(b) If yes, what physical feelings appeared to be associated with the 
turning on of the bright light? 
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4 (a) Were any thoughts, feelings, fantasies, images, or ideas 
associated with the turning on of the bright light? 

Yes 0  No fl 
(b) If yes, describe the thoughts etc. that seemed to be associated - 

with the turning on of the bright light. 

(c) Were the above thoughts and feelings the same throughout the 
experiment or did they change? 

Same Feelings 0  Changed Feelings El 

(d) If your thoughts etc. changed, what were they at the end of the 
experiment in comparison to the beginning? 

5. (a) Was the bright light distracting? 

Yes F]  No 0 

(b) If yes, in what way/s did you consider the bright light to be 
distracting? 

6. Do you have any opinions of, and suggestions for improving, this 
experiment as you experienced it? 

(a) Opinions 
• 

(b) Suggestions for improvement 

Thank you. 
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C3.  Post Experimental Session Questionnaire 

UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 

POST EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE  

SUBJECT NAME: 

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS  

1. (i) Which experimental session did you prefer? 

Session with meter  Session with bright light r-1  

(b) Why did you make the above Choice? 

2. Which session do you think most helped you make your hand feel warmer? 

Session with meter E]  Session with bright light El 

3. What final opinions of, and recommendations do you have, for the 
experiment as you experienced it? 

Thank you for participating. 
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APPENDIX D 

Data and ANOVA Summary Tables for Base Level 

and Preconditioning Analysis 

In the following tables: 

L = LOC 

I = Internal LOC 

E = External LOC 

G = Gender 

• M = Male 

F = Female 

C = Condition or classical condition 

0 = Operant condition 

T = Trials 
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Table Dl:  Mean BV Response Change, Skin Temperature 

and HR in Pre-Experimental Baseline Period 

Blood Volume 

0 C. 

LI  GM -0.09600 -0.13000 

-0.18800 -0.12000 

E  GM 0.00600 0.25000 

0.55000 0.08200 

Temperature 

LI  GM 293.00 305.60 

250.20 234.60 

GM 241.80 329.60 

257.00 287.60 

Heart Rate 

LI  GM 71.000 74.600 

F 87.400 84.400 

E  GM 66.800 66.400 

F 78.800 77.800 



Table D2: ANOVA Summary Table for Pre-Experimental Baseline Period BV 

SS DF MS F P 

L 1.263802500 1 1.263802500 7.4701 0.014735 * 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 0.05402250 1 0.0540225000 0.3193 0.579856 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.131102500 1 0.1311025000 0.7749 0.391729 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 2.706900000 16 0.1691812500 

TOTAL 1 4.155827500 19 0.2187277632 

C 0.022562500 1 0.225625000 0.2522 0.622383 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  C 0.41602500 1 0.0416025000 0.4650 0.505051 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

G  C 0.232562500 1 0.2325625000 2.5994 0.126454 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  C 0.414122500 1 0.4141225000 4.6287 0.047062 * 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

ERROR 2 1.431500000 16 0.0894687500 

TOTAL 2 2.142350000 20 0.1071175000 

* less than .05 probability level 



Table D3: ANOVA Summary Table for Pre-Experimental Baseline Period Skin Temperature 

SS DF MS F P 

L 648.02500 1 648.025000 0.3033 0.589436 

TESTED AGAINST S 

G 12285.02500 1 12285.025000 5.7496 0.029044 * 

TESTED AGAINST S 

L  G 4774.22500 1 4774.225000 2.2344 0.154427 

TESTED AGAINST S 

ERROR 1 34186.60000 16 2136.662500 

TOTAL 1 51893.87500 19 2731.256597 

C 8265.62500 1 8265.625000 6.5060 0.021374 * 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

L  C 9150.62500 1 9150.625000 7.2026 0.016305 * 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

G  C 4515.62500 1 4515.625000 3.5543 0.077684 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

L  G  C 511.22500 1 511.225000 0.4024 0.534821 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

ERROR 2 20327.40000 16 1270.462500 

TOTAL 2 42770.50000 20 2138.525000 

* less than .05 probability level 



Table D4: ANOVA Summary Table for Pre-Experimental Baseline Period HR 

SS DF MS F P 

L 476.100000 1 476.1000000 0.9923 0.334017 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 1537.600000 1 1537.6000000 3.2046 0.092372 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 4.900000 1 4.9000000 0.0102 0.920762 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 7677.000000 16 479.8125000 

TOTAL 1 9695.600000 19 510.2947369 

C 0.400000 1 0.4000000 0.0086 0.927459 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  C 2.500000 1 2.5000000 0.0585 0.820077 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  C 22.500000 1 22.5000000 0.4812 0.497847 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

ERROR 2 748.200000 16 46.7625000 

TOTAL 2 806.000000 20 40.3000000 
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Table D5:  Mean BV Response Change, Skin Temperature 

and HR in Control Period 

Blood Volume 

0  C 

LI  GM 0.61000 0.06800 

F -0.16200 -0.25800 

E  GM -0.12000 0.13200 

F 0.15000 0.09800 

Temperature 

LI  GM 290.60 305.60 

F 253.60 234.60 

E  GM 242.20 328.20 

F 256.20 286.00 

Heart Rate 

LI  GM 74.800 72.800 

F 96.600 85.600 

E  GM 69.200 66.200 

F 83.200 84.000 



Table D6: ANOVA Summary Table for Control Period BV 

SS DF MS 
0.0093025000 1 0.0093025000 0.1038 0.751522 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

0.3822025000 1 0.3822025000 4.2635 0.055539 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.9828225000 0.9828225000 10.9635 0.004415 ** 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 1.4343200000 16 0.0896450000 
TOTAL 1 2.8086475001 19 0.1478235526 

0.063202500 1 0.0632025000 0.3834 0.544500 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

LC 0.322202500 1 0.32220225000 1.9546 0.181172 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

GC 0.002402500 1 0.0024025000 0.0146 0.905412 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  C 0.280562500 1 0.2805625000 1.7020 0.210480 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

ERROR 2 2.637480000 16 0.1648425000 
TOTAL 2 3.305850000 20 0.1652925000 

** less than .01 probability level 



Table D7: ANOVA Summary Table for Control Period Skin Temperature 

L 

G 

L  G 

SS 

497.02500 

TESTED AGAINST S 
11594.02500 

TESTED AGAINST S 
3980.02500 

OF 

1 

1 

1 

MS 

497.025000 

11594.025000 

3980.025000 

F 

0.2327 

5.4284 

1.8635 

P 

0.636054 

0.033230 

0.191112 

* 

TESTED AGAINST S 
ERROR 1 34172.80000 16 2135.800000 

TOTAL 1 50243.87500 19 2644.414474 

C 7812.02500 1 7812.025000 5.6297 0.030532 * 

TESTED AGAINST CS 
L  C 8970.02500 1 8970.025000 6.4642 0.021731 * 

TESTED AGAINST CS 
G  C 5085.02500 1 5085.025000 3.6645 0.073642 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

L  G  C 308.02500 1 308.025000 0.2220 0.643898 

TESTED AGAINST CS 

ERROR 2 22202.40000 16 1387.650000 

TOTAL 2 44377.50000 20 2218.875000 

* less than .05 probability level 



Table D8: ANOVA Summary Table for Control Period HR 

SS DF MS F P 
•L 462.400000 1 462.4000000 0.8199 0.378655 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 2755.600000 1 2755.6000001 4.8858 0.041991 * 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 4.900000 1 4.9000000 0.0087 0.926695 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 9024.000000 16 564.000000 

TOTAL 1 12246.900000 19 644.5736842 

C 144.400000 1 144.4000000 2.3566 0.144291 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  C 72.900000 1 72.9000000 1.1897 0.291541 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

G  C 16.900000 1 16.9000000 0.2758 0.606665 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  C 102.400000 1 102.4000000 1.6712 0.214461 

TESTED AGAINST  CS 

ERROR 2 980.400000 16 61.2750000 

TOTAL 2 1317.000000 20 65.8500000 

* less than .05 probability level 
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APPENDIX E 

Data and ANOVA Summary Tables for 

CS and UCS Period Change Scores 

Table El:  Mean BV (Arctan), Skin Temperature and HR (Log) 

CS Change Scores 

Blood Volume 1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

LI  GM CO 0.10988 -0.07610 0.14830 0.36716 -0.01440 

C 0.54628 0.49151 0.49006 0.24494 0.31398 

F CO 0.36487 0.02746 0.80258 0.40578 -0.26220 

C 0.28335 0.63928 0.84031 0.70344 0.97459 

GM CO 0.57585 0.68222 0.40455 0.49926 0.54092 

C 0.68336 0.52496 0.58951 0.65915 0.65754 

F CO 0.25563 0.61310 0.37981 0.61445 0.47924 

C 0/76392 0.71378 0.85447 0.65694 0.58877 

Temperature 

LI  GM CO 0.40000 -0.20000 -2.0000 0.20000 0.00000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0.00000 0.00000 

F CO 0.40000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.40000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0.00000 0.00000 

E  GM CO 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.00000 0.20000 

C 0.20000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

F CO -1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0.00000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 -0.60000 -0.40000 
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Table El:  Continued 

Trial Blocks 

Heart Rate 

1 2 3 4 5 • 

LI GM CO 0.003717 -0.007486 0.001101 -0.000621 -0.008723 

C 0.023702 0.014246 0.027808 0.038970 0.013761 

F CO 0.018860 0.004137 0.019462 0.037309 0.025334 

C 0.004772 0.008518 0.023343 0.008731 0.030798 

E GM CO 0.033015 0.027736 0.015281 0.003669 0.031815 

C 0.021192 0.010316 -0.001174 -0.004377 0.038790 

F CO 0.020796 0.030670 0.018721 0.002669 0.003662 

C 0.065160 0.036479 0.030844 0.035082 0.047432 



Table E2: ANOVA Summary Table for CS Period BV (Arctan) 

SS DF MS F P 
L 2.350503489 1 2.350503489 4.0962 0.060011 

TESTED AGAINST S 
G 0.638813882 1 0.638813882 1.1132 0.307049 

TESTED AGAINST S 
L  G 0.527896463 1 0.527896463 0.9200 0.351757 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 9.181254340 16 0.573828396 

TOTAL 1 12.698468174 19  - 0.668340430 

C 3.51359044 1 3.513590443 5.6056 0.030840 * 
TESTED AGAINST CS 

T 0.60985972 4 0.152464931 0.8816 0.480042 
TESTED AGAINST IS 

L  C 0.50351464 1 0.503514643 0.8033 0.383391 
TESTED AGAINST CS 

L  T 0.85947569 4 0.214868921  " 1.2425 0.301948 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

G  C 0.23614691 1 0.236146909 0.3768 0.547974 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

C 	T 0.63286161 4 0.158215403 1.1814 0.327465 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 



Table E2: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
L 	G 	C 0.00934195 1 0.009341946 0.0149 0.904353 

TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

L 	G 	T 0.15826113 4 0.039565282 0.2288 0.921276 
TESTED AGAINST 	TS 

L 	C 	T 1.66395988 4 0.415989971 3.1062 0.021224 * 
TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 

G 	C 	T 0.39453826 4 0.098634565 0.7365 0.570503 
• TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 

LGCT 1.47129236 4 0.367823091 2.7465 0.035756 * i 
TESTED AGAINST 	CTS ._. 

cr, 
c..) o 

ERROR 2 29.66755217 144 0.206024668 
TOTAL 2 40.45677653 180 0.224759870 

* less than .05 probability level 



Table E3: ANOVA Summary Table for CS Period Skin Temperature 

SS DF MS F P 

L 40.5000000 1 40.50000000 1.1352 0.302490 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 40.5000000 1 40.50000000 1.1352 0.302490 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 46.0800000 1 46.08000000 1.2916 0.272495 
TESTED 	AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 570.8400000 16 35.67750000 

TOTAL 1 697.9200000 19 36.73263158 an 
-P 

I 

C 36.980000 1 36.98000000 0.9320 0.348706 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

T 51.420000 4 12.85500000 0.9126 0.462139 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C 32.000000 1 32.00000000 0.8065 0.382472 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

• L  T 53.300000 4 13.32500000 0.9459 0.443379 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

G  C 32.000000 1 32.00000000 0.8065 0.382472 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

G 	T 49.000000 4 12.25000000 0.8696 0.487142 



Table E3: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 

CT 64.520000 4 16.13000000 1.1365 0.347391 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L 	G 	C 27.380000 1 27.38000000 0.6901 0.418367 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G 	T 47.920000 4 11.98000000 0.8504 0.498608 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C  T 58.600000 4 14.65000000 1.0322 0.397579 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 61.100000 4 15.27500000 1.0762 0.375703 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

LGCT 62.220000 4 15.55500000 1.0960 0.366228 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 2444.760000 144 16.97750000 

TOTAL 2 3021.200000 180 16.78444444 



Table E4: ANOVA Summary Table for CS Period HR (Log) 

SS OF MS F P 
0.00361828257 1 0.00361828257 0.7213 .0408236 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

0.00405636300 1 0.00405636300 0.8087 0.381849 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.00031709312 1 0.0031709312 0.0632 0.804686 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 0.08025772030 16 0.00501610752 
TOTAL 1 0.0882495900 19 0.00464470837 

0.0042030950 1 0.00420309497 1.4944 0.239237 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

0.0026337663 4 0.00065844159 0.6021 0.662512 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

LC 0.0000000003 1 0.0000000033.  0.0000 0.999731 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

LT 0.0098362121 4 0.00245905303 2.2485 0.073540 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

GC 0.0001594157 0.00015941572 0.0567 0.814844 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 



Table E4: Continued 

SS DF MS 

G  T 0.0001250412 4 0.00003126030 0.0286 0.998381 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

CT 0.0016717316 4 0.00041793290 0.3406 0.849583 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 0.0140102747 1 0.01401027475 4.9814 0.040271 * 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L 	G 	T 0.0051346759 4 0.00128366897 1.1738 0.330771 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

L  C  T 0.0021606736 4 0.0054016840 0.4402 0.779087 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 0.0010452428 4 0.00026131071 0.2129 0.930329 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

LGCT 0.0023723800 4 0.00059309500 0.4833 0.747872 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 0.1935274935 144 0.00134394093 

TOTAL 2 0.2368800029 189 0.00131600002 

* less than .05 probability level 
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Table E5:  Mean BV (Arctan), Skin Temperature and HR (Log) 

UCS Change Scores 

Blood Volume 

1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

LI  GM CO 0.16588 -0.60950 -0.18227 -0.24226 -0.18267 

C -0.02674 -0.24551 -0.07013 -0.24120 -0.54998 

F CO 0.25921 0.03739 0.67339 0.03785 0.13879 

C 0.01395 0.46609 0.60516 0.71051 0.87327 

E  GM CO 0.32104 0.16385 0.04807 0.22032 -0.08644 

C -0.05292 -0.38124 -0.01936 0.01340 0.12619 

F CO 0.45265 0.60021 0.72744 0.86780 0.43495 

C -0.18729 0.17938 0.28717 -0.03241 0.55546 

Temperature 

LI  GM CO 0.40000 0.00000 -0.20000 -0.20000 0.00000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

F CO 0.60000 -0.20000 -0.40000 -0.40000 0.80000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0.00000 0.00000 

E  GM CO 0.60000 0.60000 0.60000 0.00000 -0.40000 

• C -0.60000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.20000 -0.20000 

F CO 0.00000 -0.20000 0.00000 0.20000 -0.20000 

C -0.40000 -0.20000 0.20000 -9.00000 -8.60000 
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Table E5:  Continued 

Heart Rate 

1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

LI GM CO -0.005154 0.002131 0.007185 0.016021 -0.001828 

C 0.027001 0.0601000 0.062709 0.060951 0.032930 

F CO 0.026558 0.017984 0.038882 0.033543 0.038641 

C 0.008045 0.025763 0.043482 0.021274 0.031728 

E GM CO 0.024173 0.035112 -0.004412 -0.007565 0.031541 

C 0.023748 0.012490 0.031285 0.023010 0.044219 

F CO 0.022438 0.018618 -0.004850 -0.003770 0.005583 

C 0.069201 0.039502 0.049359 0.045475 0.063606 



Table E6: ANOVA Summary Table for UCS Period BV (Arctan) 

SS DF MS F P 
L 0.984544989 1 0.984544686 0.8433 0.372084 

TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 10.888211518 1 10.888211518 9.3265 0.007576 ** 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.643054610 1 0.643054610 0.5509 0.468740 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 18.679262981 16 1.167453936 

TOTAL 1 31.195073795 19 1.641845989 

0.51132696 1 0.511326961 0.3913 0.540458 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

1.12799073 0.281997683 1.0480 0.389630 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

2.53185864 1 2.531858643 1.9373 0.183006 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  T 0.51583224 4 0.128958060 0.4792 0.750838 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

G 	C 0.00136546 1 0.001365461 0.0010 0.974614 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

G  T 2.54402631 4 0.636006577 2.3635 0.062288 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 



Table E6: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
CT 1.23337763 4 0.308344408 1.1281 0.351191 

TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 
L 	G 	C 0.91424768 1 0.914247683 0.6996 0.415246 

TESTED AGAINST 	CS 
L 	G 	T 0.10513399 4 0.026283497 0.0977 0.982840 

TESTED AGAINST 	IS 
L 	C 	T 1.79762415 4 0.449406038 1.6443 0.174037 

TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 
G 	C 	T 0.68612222 4 0.171530554 0.6276 0.644563 

TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 
LGCT 0.92115901 4 0.230289752 0.8426 0.503369 

TESTED AGAINST 	CTS 

ERROR 2 55.62434976 144 0.386280207_ 
TOTAL 2 68.51441478 180 0.380635638 

** less than .01 probability level 



Table E7: ANOVA Summary Table for UCS Period Skin Temperature 

SS 

42.3200000 
TESTED AGAINST 	S 

40.5000000 
TESTED AGAINST 	S 

46.0800000 
TESTED AGAINST 	S 

DF 
1 

1 

1 

MS 
42.32000000 

40.50000000 

46.08000000 

F 
1.0330 

0.9885 

1.1247 

P 
0.324590 

0.334902 

0.304651 

ERROR 1 655.5200000 16 40.97000000 
TOTAL 1 784.4200000 19 41.28526316 

C 52.0200000 1 52.02000000 q1.1916 0.291170 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

T 67.1700000 4 16.79250000 1.2050 0.317390 
TESTED AGAINST 	TS 

L 	C 50.0000000 1 50.00000000 1.1453 0.300406 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

L 	T 69.0300000 4 17.25750000 1.2384 0.303611 
TESTED AGAINST 	TS 

G 	C 30.4200000 1 30.42000000 0.6968 0.416142 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

G 	T 43.1500000 4 10.78750000 0.7741 0.546096 
TESTED AGAINST 	IS 



Table E7: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
CT 51.430000 4 12.85750000 0.8802 0.480908 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 28.880000 1 28.88000000 0.6616 0.427951 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 49.370000 4 12.34250000 0.8857 0.477671 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C  T 48.250000 4 12.06250000 0.8257 0.513656 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 74.730000 4 18.68250000 1.2789 0.287576 1 _ 

LGCT 62.870000 4 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS  

15.71750000 1.0759 0.375841 
(...) I 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 2525.280000 144 17.53666667 
TOTAL 2 3152.600000 180 17.51444444 



Table E8: ANOVA Summary Table for UCS Period HR (Log) 

SS OF MS F P 

0.00009860098 1 0.00009860098 0.0087 0.926893 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 0.00169701430 1 0.00169701430 0.1495 0.704074 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 0.0059175412 1 0.00059175412 0.0521 0.822267 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 0.18157726402 16 0.01134857900 
TOTAL 1 0.18396463341 19 0.00968234913 

C 0.0292756545 1 0.02927565447 3.4883 0.080230 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

T 0.0013579172 4 0.0033947930 0.2866 0.885666 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C 0.0008800469 1 0.0088004687 0.1049 0.750265 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  T 0.0130302361 4 0.00325755903 2.7497 0.035591 * 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

G  C 0.0007708964 1 0.00077089643 0.0919 0.765736 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 



Table E8: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 

G  T 0.0016268768 4 0.00040671922 0.3433 0.847705 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

CT 0.0034441143 4 0.00086102857 0.6939 0.598910 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 0.0223421146 1 0.02234211458 2.6622 0.122283 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 0.0032656176 4 0.00081640440 0.6891 0.602145 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

1 
L  C  T 0.0056686206 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 
4 0.00141715514 1.1421 0.344839 -- 

ul 1 

G  C  T 0.0008531560 4 0.00021328900 0.1719 0.952006 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

LGCT 0.0003539399 4 0.00008846498 0.0713 0.990512 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 0.2895121380 144 0.00201050096 

TOTAL 2 0.3723813288 180 0.00206878516 

* less than .05 probability level 
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APPENDIX F 

Data and ANOVA Summary Tables for Transfer Trials 

Table Fl:  Mean BV (Arctan), Skin Temperature and HR 

Transfer Trial Change Scores 

Blood Volume 

1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

LI GM CO 0.46789 0.00304 -0.70535 0.09889 -0.42182 

C 0.21308 0.49212 0.30123 q-0.86309 0.16883 

F CO -0.29569 -0.38475 0.51615 0.26740 -0.10455 

C -0.37822 0.73492 0.21452 0.78092 0.68891 

E GM CO 0.08553 -0.43176 0.04386 0.03380 0.14802 

C 0.84292 0.13432 0.54931 0.40653 0.52709 

F CO -0.03067 0.25686 0.35188 1.22499 0.15420 

C 0.06484 0.57128 0.30825 0.58102 0.64571 
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Table Fl:  Continued 

Temperature 

1 2 

Trial  Blocks 

3  4 5 

LI  GM CO 0.40000 -0.20000 -0.80000 -0.90000 0.70000 

C -0.40000 0.10000 0.00000 -0.10000 -0.10000 

F CO 1.00000 -0.10000 -0.10000 -1.40000 4.70000 

C 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0.20000 0.00000 

E  GM CO 1.70000 -0.10000 0.00000 -0.30000 -1.00000 

C -0.20000 0.10000 0.00000 -0.10000 -0.30000 

F CO -0.30000 -0.50000 0.00000 -0.20000 0.20000 

C -0.70000 0.00000 -0.10000 -0.30000 0.00000 

Heart Rate 

LI  GM CO 2.4000 1.2000 -0.6000 01.2000 1.2000 

0 -0.9000 3.6000 0.9000 4.5000 2.4000 

F CO 1.8000 4.2000 0.9000 0.0000 0.0000 

C 0.3000 0.0000 2.7000 -0.3000 6.6000 

GM CO -0.3000 -0.6000 0.0000 -3.9000 3.3000 

C -2.1000 -0.3000 0.9000 1.2000 1.8000 

CO 2.7000 3.3000 1.8000 3.9000 2.1000 

C 3.9000 4.5000 5.7000 3.4000 3.3000 



Table F2: ANOVA Summary Table for Transfer Period BV (Arctan) 

SS DF MS F P 
L 2.730224370 1 2.730224370 3.2229 0.091524 

TESTED AGAINST 	S 
G 2.074180924 1 2.074180924 2.4485 0.137199 

TESTED AGAINST 	S 
L 	•G 0.030757083 1 0.030757083 0.0363 0.851278 

TESTED AGAINST 	S 

ERROR 1 13.554018194 16 0.847129137 
TOTAL 1 18.389180570 19 0.967851609 

4.07059034 1 4.070590337 3.6663 0.073576 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

T 0.83904095 4 0.209760238 0.3272 0.858742 
TESTED AGAINST 	TS 

C 0.00172438 1 0.001724382 0:0016 0.969051 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

L 	T 1.66301376 4 0.415753439 0.6484 0.630036 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

G 	C 0.17818406 1 0.178184065 0.1605 0.694006 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 



Table F2: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
G  T 9.48278020" 4 2.370695050 3.6975 0.009040 ** 

TESTED AGAINST  TS 

CT 4.32009451 4 1.080023628 2.1355 0.086541 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C 1.56631991 1 1.566319909 1.4108 0.252263 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 2.26556255 4 0.566390636 0.8834 0.479013 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C  T 1.43657253 4 0.359143132 0.7101 0.588002 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 2.41103530 4 0.602758825 1.1918 0.322978 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  GC T 3.60224842 4 0.900562105 1.7807 0.143625 

TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 91.16575438 144 0.633095517 

TOTAL 2 123.00292129 180 0.683349563 

** less than .01 probability level 



Table F3: ANOVA Summary Table for Transfer Period Skin Temperature 

SS DF MS F P 

L 3.51125000 1 3.511250000 1.1308 0.303384 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

G 2.10125000 1 2.101250000 0.6767 0.422806 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

L  G 7.03125000 1 7.03125000 2.2645 0.151854 
TESTED AGAINST  S 

ERROR 1 49.68000000 16 3.105000000 1 - 
co 

TOTAL 1 62.32375000 19 3.280197368 c) , 

C 2.5312500 1 2.531250000 0.7428 0.401484 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

T 18.9925000 4 4.748125000 0.8887 0.475880 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

L  C 0.6612500 1 0.661250000 0.1941 0.665455 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

L  T 23.5825000 4 5.895625000 1.1035 0.362640 
TESTED AGAINST• IS 

G  C 1.5312500 1 1.531250000 0.4494 0.512192 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 



Table F3: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 

G  T 19.5175000 4 4.879375000 0.9133 0.461704 
TESTED AGAINST  IS 

CT 28.8875000 4 7.221875000 1.3777 0.251593 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G  C 2.5312500 1 2.531250000 0.7428 0.401484 
TESTED AGAINST  CS 

L  G  T 5.6375000 4 1.409375000 0.2638 0.900126 
TESTED AGAINST  TS 

L  C  T 26.2575000 4 6.564375000 1.2523 0.298018 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

G  C  T 14.3125000 4 3.578125000 0.6826 0.606577 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

L  G .  C T 5.9125000 4 1.478125000 0.2820 0.888612 
TESTED AGAINST  CTS 

ERROR 2 731.9200000 144 5.082777778 

TOTAL 2 882.2750000 180 4.901527778 



Table F4: ANOVA Summary Table for Transfer Period HR 

SS DF MS F P 
L 3.0012500 1 3.00125000 0.0408 0.842410 

TESTED AGAINST 	S 
G 173.9112500 1 173.91125000 2.3660 0.143542 

TESTED AGAINST 	S 

L 	G 127.2012500 1 127.20125000 1.7306 0.206880 
TESTED AGAINST 	S 

ERROR 1 1176.0500000 16 73.50312500 
TOTAL 1 1480.1637500 19 77.90335527 

C 49.501250 1 49.50125000 1.3105 0.269143 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

77.682500 4 19.4206250 1.0199 0.403857 
TESTED AGAINST 	IS 

L 	C 0.001250 1 0.00125000 0.0000 0.995481 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 

L 	T 14.292500 4 3.57312500 0.1877 0.944015 
TESTED AGAINST 	IS 

G 	C 0.151250 1 0.15125000 0.0040 0.950329 
TESTED AGAINST 	CS 



Table F4: Continued 

SS DF MS F P 
GT 18.357500 4 4.58937500 0.2410 0.914055 

TESTED AGAINST IS 

CT 107.442500 4 26.86062500 1.4556 0.226163 
TESTED AGAINST CTS 

L 	GC 10.351250 1 10.35125000 0.2740 0.607811 
TESTED AGAINST CS 

GT 97.917500 4 24.47937500 1.2856 0.285008 
TESTED AGAINST IS 

LCT 60.642500 4 15.16062500 0.8216 0.516236 
TESTED AGAINST CTS 

GC 	T 166.467500 4 41.61687500 2.2552 0.072835 
TESTED AGAINST CTS 

L 	GC T 34.917500 4 8.72937500 0.4730 0.755323 
TESTED AGAINST CTS 

ERROR 2 3004.050000 144 20.86145833 

TOTAL 2 3641.775000 180 20.23208333 
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